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XMTBKliAL PKZCTZOII CHARACTBKZSTZCS AMO AOBZMQ OP ZRON-
TAMAOZUM^KXTKOQËS ALLOTS*
by
R# M. Jamie#om
A oomprehenmAv# surray of tho XiteraLare on intornal 
frlotioB duo to otrMO indiioad diffunion of intnrntitinl atom# 
in iron in mad#. tlm theory annnoiatnd with thin typo of 
internal frlotion in roviewed. Dy ampreeeing the equation of 
the damping peak in the form
A,.y .5i3t ^ ooeh ^  ( 1 * i )
qT^ k T T peak
eeveral oomputor programme# were utilised to analyse 
experimental curves obtained using a torsional pendulum 
technique.
Pure iron and iron^vanadium alleys containing up to
0.7% V were oast under vaouum, oarben being used as a deoxidant, 
These alloys were werked by oold rolling and cold drawing to 
preduoe wire 0.031” diameter and subsequently treated with pure 
dry hydrogen at 700^0 to decar bur i se. Mitrogen was introduced
into the wires by nitriding in MMj- mixtures at 590 C^.
Selubility measurements performed on pure iron wires 
yielded results whioh were in good agreement with published 
values. The activation energy for the diffusion of nitrogen 
in iren was also confirmed. The solubility of nitrogen in
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the presonoe of vanadium, at temperaturaa bolmtf 590*C, waa 
mo small that it could not be measured even by the relatively 
aansitive technique of internal friction#
Abnormal peake «rere produced in iron-vanadium- 
nitrogen alleys, containing more than approximately 0.3% V, 
when quenched from 950^0. The normal peaks obtained were 
broadened and this was shown to be due to the presence of 
earbon in solution, arising from the decomposition of vanadium 
carbide. It was concluded that dry hydrogen treatment was 
ineffective in removing carbon, present as vanadium carbide, 
from iron.
A high temperature abnormal peak due to carbon was 
found in wires containing 0.61% V, oarburiaed at lOO^C in 
hydrogen-toluene mixtures for short times.
The abnormal peak occurring in the range 81^ C to
91 C^ in the Fa-V*N system was studied. Results showed that
this peak could not be described by a single relaxation time
curve. It is postulated that two main mechanisms give rise
te the abnormal peak. The lower temperature component peak
is oonsiderod to be due to nitrogen atom Jumps associated
with Fe«»V sites, while the higher tei^ >erature component peak
is thought te be due te nitrogen atom Jumps associated with
distorted sites surrounding coherent preoipipitates of
vanadium nitride. The activation energy of the diffusion of
nitrogen assooiated with Pe*V sites has been assessed as 
30 to 40 k cals./mole.
The inoreaeed rate of ageing observed in iron* 
vamadiusp-nitrogen alloys* compared with iron-nitrogen alloys* 
is ascribed to the presence of VM nuclei at the quenching 
tesperatures used#
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CHAPTER Z
XHTROINICTIOH
I. INTRODUCTION
For many years strip snd sheet steel, for deep drawing 
purposes* Itos boon made from rismiag steel# This type of 
steel has a very good "skin” due to the oarbon-oxygen 
reaction ooottrring during solidification* and conséquently * 
little dreeeing ef the virgin ingst is required. Rejection 
of the finished product because of surface defeota is usually 
low# However* a characteristic of such steel is that it 
tends to age* beooning harder* less drawable and likely to 
ahew stretcher strain bands in the finished product#
strain-ageing is known to aten from the presence* 
in solid solution* of nitrogen and/or carbon wliioh diffuses 
to the distorted areas surrounding dislocations* where the 
stems can be aceonwedated at a lower energy than in the lattice, 
This stabilises the dislocations causing discontinuous and 
massive slip* appearing as etretcher strain in the surface of 
the finished article* when the matwisl is pressed# strain- 
ageing can be suppressed either by having no nitrogen in solid 
sc lut ion or by cuiusiag such nitrogen to precipitate# The 
latter objective can be achieved by the addition of an elemsnt 
with a high chemical affinity fer nitrogen to the steel prior 
to casting.
Common practice now favours the addition of aluminium 
whioh deoxidises the melt before combining with the nitrogen*
thus producing m killod-stoel# Umfortunmtely, this uoo-#golug
killed steel bss other less deslrstle features whioh must be 
tolerated# The product of the deexidation reaction* alumina, 
does not separate readily from the steel# Much of the aluodna 
finds its way to the surface layers of the ingot where it may 
be exposed by oxidation ef the ingot during hot rolling, so 
that on subsequent cold working, ttie surface quality is inferior 
to that obtained from rimming steel# Further, whan large 
quantities of alumina are present, these inclusions are 
flattened out into bands during rolling which, in some cases, 
may lead to fracture in drawing and pressing operations#
Apart from the advantage of the pure skin, rimming steel 
contains very little pipe since the normal shrinkage is 
compensated by pert of the gas evolved during the rimming 
action. Killed steel normally has a pipe which must be cropped, 
with the result that the ingot yield may be ouch less than that 
obtained from rimming steel#
Theoretically there is no reason why vanadium cannot 
be used to precipitate nitrogen from solution. It readily 
forms a stable nitride thereby rendering the steal non-ageing, 
whilst being a much less pewerful deoxidising agent than 
aluminium, it exerts little influence on the rimming action.
It is thus possible to combine the beneficial attributes of 
killed steel (iwo-ageing) and rimmed steel (good surface) in 
one product. From tltis point of view, vanadium treated
rimming mtoel should bo of potenti#l prsetiosl interest to
(1)the steelmaker, and lias in fast been produced oommsrcially.
Fundamental investigations of the behaviour of tSia 
interstitial solutes carbon and nitrogen, in specially 
prepared alloya and oommercial steels; have done such to 
elucidate the mechanisms by whioh stools age. The majority 
of such investigations have studied the influence of various 
heat treatmsnts and/or degrees of oold work on the position 
and shape of the stress-strain curve in the neighbourhood of 
the yield point. Although much valuable work has been done 
in this field, it has been mainly concerned with the measure­
ment of the off oats produced by carbon and nitrogen rather 
than direct study of the bW&aviour of these atoms. It has 
been well established that ageing is caused by the migration 
of interstitial carbon and nitrogen in solid solution eitiier 
to precipitates or dislocations. Thus, experiments wiiich 
permit the study of the concent ration of solute atoms in 
solution and of tl&e rote at which they leave solution under 
varying experimental conditions are most desirable.
Internal friction offers a convenient and experi­
mentally simple method of studying the behaviour of nitrogen 
or carbon in solid solution. The iron-oorbcn and iron- 
nitrogen systems have been thoroughly investigated by internal 
friction techniques, and very reliable data has been obtained. 
The next logical step is to apply tlie technique to the study
of tonmry aystom#. In the preaant invoatlgation, the 
Iron-vanaditm-nitrogan ay aten haa bean axanined by thia 
toofmiqua in view of it# practical and thaoratical internat.
CNAPTBR XX.
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II. TUfiORT
1. Introduction.
It hoc boon known for many ywara that aolida do 
not behave in a perfectly elaatlo manner and that HooLe^a 
Law ia only applicable when foroea are applied very alowly.f
2 tudenta of the claaaical t(«eory of elaaticity knew that their 
fundamental aaaumptiona did net apply to real aolida. However, 
the value of claaaical theory lay not in ita preciae description 
of the behaviour of aolida under applied feroea but in ita 
description of thia behaviour with auffiaient accuracy for meat 
practical purpoaes. Fuch phenomena aa internal friction, the 
aagneto-elaatic effect and the thermo-elastic effect are 
contrary to the theory of elaaticity ia that atroas and atraia
are not uniquely related. Thia property of aolida by which
"atreaa and atraia are net aiagle valued functions of one 
another in that low atreas range ia which no permanent set
occurs ” ia colled "anelasticity. ”
A number of anelaatic effccta are known and have 
been studied in detail, visi-
(i) Thermo-clastic effect.
( ii ) Magneto-medisnical effect •
(iii. geciianioal behaviour of crystal boundaries.
(iv) Orientation of pairs of atoms in substitutional 
solid solutiona.
(v) Etrcss-induocd preferential distribution of 
interstitial solute atoms.
Each of th### effect a eea be etudled aoparately by 
making a suitable eboioe of the emperiammtal oonditiona* In 
the present ease, the study of stress induced preferential 
distribution of interstitial solute atoms can bo achieved by 
meaauriug the internal friotiom of the apecimsn, in the form 
of a thin polycryatalline wire of random orientation, tested 
in torsion at low frequency.
2m Internal friction in b.c.c. Iron.
Dy considering the iron stoma ia the elementary 
body-centred cubic lattice aa touting rigid spheres, it becomes 
apparent that two types of imteratiocs exist. Firstly, there 
are positions of the type (0, O, }^, «diich correspond to the 
centre ef the edges of the unit cell, (and of the faces, the two 
positions being eryatailographically equivalent). Having a 
co-ordination nunbsr of 2 and being known aa the octahedral 
intcraticea# Secondly, there are tetrahedral positions of the 
type (1, 4, O), which correspond to the centra of am irregular 
tetrahedron, having a eo-ordinaticm number of 4» The former 
type of interstice haa a radius of 0.1ÇA° and the latter a radiim 
of 0#36A^ (D. Because the octahedral position ia smaller and 
haa the lower co-ordination number, the tetragonality produced 
by the introduction ef a solute atom into such an interstice ia 
much greater than for a tetrahedral interstice.
In 1941, ( nock (6) propounded the rale played by 
interstitials in eauaing internal friction. This theory assumed
that the aoluta atoms ooeupied th# oetalisdral interstitial 
positions* X-ray evidencehaa proved this hypothesis 
to be correct # It is, however, inconsistent with the view 
that interstitial atoms must be located at the largest 
interstitial "holes.” Mevertheloss, when the critereon of 
minimum strain energy is employed to decide the location of 
the interstitial solute atoms, it is found that tlie (0, 0, 4) 
type position is indeed the most favourable. Although the 
iron lattice is cubic, the local symmetry of the octahedral 
interstices is tetragonal. Thus the interstitial position 
(0, 0, jf) is closer to the two neighbouring iron atoms along 
the [lOO] axis than to the four other neighbouring iron atoms. 
The [lOOj direction may therefore be regarded as the tetragonal 
axis of the (O, 0, 4) interstitial position. Similarly, every 
interstitial position has associated with it a tetragonal axis 
which is parallel to one of the three principal < loc > axes, 
hhen an iron crystal is free from stress, all the interstitial 
positions are equivalent, and the interstitial solute atoms 
are randomly distributed. If a stress is applied, it is 
energetically morm favourable for interstitial atoms to occupy 
sites with their tetragonal extension also in the direction of 
stress. Therefore, the equilibrium distribution will be one 
in which those interstitial positions are preferred whose 
tetragonal axes are approximately parallel to the tensile axis, 
since the interstitial solute atom distorts the surrounding
8lattlcMi in an aaynmatrinal manner, oaualng greater dilation 
along it# tetragonal ami# than normal to thia axle. Fee 
Figure A* Thia tmndooey for aelute atoms to move from randomly 
placed aiten to favourable one# oocnra at a rate dependent upon 
the diffdaien coefficient of the aelute#
Under am oacillating atresa, the eolute atom# will 
tend to jump into the preferred aitea in each alternate half­
cycle of atreaa# Thia proceaa require# a finite time and in 
general there will be a lag between atreaa and strain #
Energy is absorbed by the system, giving rise to internal 
friction or damping. This damping is a maximum when the 
atomic jump frequeoey is ef the order of the period of vibration. 
If the atomic jump frequency is very slow compared to tt%e period 
ef vibration, then in a half-cycle few, if any, solute atoms 
will migrate to the preferential aitea, hence energy absorption 
will be lew. Conversely, if the atomic jump frequency is very 
fast compared to the period of vibration, in a half-cycle all 
the eolute atoms will c»ecitpy favourable sites and stress and 
strain will be in phase# Only «hen the jusp frequency of the 
interstitial solute atom is similar to the period of vibration 
of the applied stress is tho damping high. Obviously the 
greater the number of solute atoms being stress induced to 
occupy more favourable sites, the greater will be the daapimf!*^ *^  ^
thile internal friction due to oorbon and nitrogen 
in iron lias attracted most attention, the phenomenon is general
c«)
-2C7A
•<
2 75 X
O  Iron ùkm Nitrogen atom
Plgwf# A# DiXatim oaiuNMl by # nitrogM mtom in M i u t i M
in oC«iroB«
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to interstitial solutes In b.c.e. metsIs. Thus similsr 
effects ksve been reported for cerboa^ nitrogen snd oxygen 
in tsntslnn * niobium $ vsnsdiun ^  # sad
eolubbiun ^
3. The Msthemstiosl Trestment of Interns 1 friction.
If s nstsl be subjected to s suddenly spplied snd 
saintsined fores eitbin its elsstio limit* tbere sill be s 
oorrespondimg iastsntsncous strain «diioh increases eitb time 
to an ssymptotie eslue. Removal of the force produces an 
instootsneous decrease in strain %*hich thereafter falls* with 
time* to sere. by constructing a mechanical model exhibiting 
this type of betiavieur under the action of a force* it can be 
shown that its motion obeys an equation ef the form
Si + Sg • b^^ ♦ bj^ (I)
where a^ * a^ * b^ * b^ are constants and ^ * e are stress and 
strain.
folids obeying this equation are defined as standard 
Linear Solids# Further eonsideratien ef the relationship 
existing between stress and strain* in such solids* when thsse 
quantities are periodic* gives a relationship of the form
tan & bW  ^^  (tj
I * (-T w )*
where UÊLÂ, 1# the tangent of the loea angle between stress 
and strain.
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^  is the rslsxstion strength This
factor is dependent on the amenât of solute present « Inereaaimg 
with inoreasimg solute content* and on texture « its value being 
very email for a apeeimsn with a (111) texture. In order to 
obtain reproauoible meaauressota of solute concentration * the 
texture dependtmoe of i N must be eliminated. Thia is 
conveniently acdiieved by ensuring that apeciawna have random 
grain orientation.
t is the mean time for the appropriate internal 
rearrangement to occur and is known aa the relaxation time.
It i«. related to the diffusion coefficient* for the solute 
atoms in a %xxiy-centred cubic lattice by
where g is tlie lattice parameter.
For atreaa Induced preferential ordering* whioh is 
amplitude independent* t obeys an Arrhenius type of 
equation
t m To m (W
where JJi is a ooostant and ^  is the activation energy for
the diffusion process.
g is the angular frequenoy and ia obtained by
multiplying the linear frequency by 3 *77.
In the study of internal friction by observation
of tlie gradual decrease in amplitude of vibration during
12
free oeolllmtlon* the legerithmio deoreeent ie defined ## 
the naturel legarittm of the retie of meeeeaive anplitudee.
In the ease of raall  ^-
tan ^  • Im.dcn. m (fj7r
idiere lo.dam. - In (^ 1/A^ + n)* being the amplitude 
of the initial vibration and ♦ n* the amplitude of the
vibration a eyelee later.
Ttnae the oonwan form of equation (2) ia 
““  • “
The variation of ia dependent upon the product
f b. In tliie type ef anelaaticlty where the internal 
rearrangement occur# by atomic diffusion* the relation shown 
in equation (4 ) is extremely convenient since it empresses 
the temperature dependence ef Thus an internal friction
peak can be obtained either by measuring as a function 
of temperature* (and therefore of equation (4) }* at
constant frequency or by measuring as a function of 
frequenoy at constant temperature. The former is the more 
convenient experimentally since the latter method neoesaitatea 
the alteration of frequency over several powers of 10 in order 
to enoompass a full damping peak. It is emphasised that the 
position of the peak on the temperature axis is independent of 
orientation and solute concentration and is governed solely by 
the atomic jump frequency for any given angular frequeoey
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provided the prooeee ia deaoribed by a aiagle relaxation 
time.
4. CaXottlotion of the Activation Energy*
Internal friction peak# obtained at two different 
frequenoiea* and kg* cam be auperinpoaed by a horiaontal 
shift along the temperature axis. the magnitude of thia 
shift enable# the activation energy* g^l* for the prooeee to 
be calculated. Differentiation of equation (6 ) ahowa that 
2^  • 1 when ia a maximum.
At the peak tg kg » 1.
Mnoe jL. obey# an Arrhenius relationship
Ah/RTi IHl/ftTj
kg e w kg e
llea<w la < *2 - *1) («
Where t. and T. are the absolute temperatures corresponding 
to the maximum value of Q* at frequencies and The
accuracy ef the motivation energy value calculated by this 
method is W»viously dependent on the factor (Tg • T^ , For 
reliable determination ef Aüt (Tg - Tg) aliould be as large 
aa possible and this* ideally* requires expérimenta performed 
at widely differing fre^isnoiesi a condition which cannot be 
readily aatiafied in the normal torsional pendulum*
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Alternatively* a second expreeeion for the
activation energy may he derived thus:-
- ÛM JLh-----  (g,
1 + (t h)*
i# # «hwt tw ■> 1
MU( •
" i ■» f t w •» }
8**^ a t w 2
• cosh In (tk) .
sum. f . 1 . .
Q M X  - Mrt) la (^ o . wj
a-"
Dot at th. p..fc a * 1 (t • Temper#tar#)# ( o f  the peak)
C-"
- «mh la [. ]
- eoah (^ /T . V*a) (W
This equation allow# calculation of the activation energy from 
the shape of a glgglg internal friction peak* utilising the 
emper# montai values obtained over a range of temperature 
enconpamsiag the peak. This may be useful in obtaining the 
activation energy for a single process in the absence of
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reliable ■peek shift■ data. there are oertaim proeeeeoa 
in whioh, either, more than one apeeiee of eolute participates 
or one solute diatributea itself in more tlian one type of 
inter at ice. In such eaaee does not aeanne a unique value.
The exiateoee of a range of relaxation times* mo matter liow 
narrow* in plane of a aiagle relaxation time* will always 
result in the broadening of the internal friction peak, 
frovided ^  obeys an Arrhenius type equatiw* the distinct 
processes may vary from each other either by havimg a different 
activation energy* &&* or by a difference in the relaxation 
time constant In these cireimstanees equation (8) may
also be utilised to assist resolution of a broadened nulti« 
relaxation time internal friction curve into its ooaponent single 
relaxation time peaks. In contrast* oquaticm (7) is only useful 
when dealing with an intomal friction peak having a unique 
relaxation time.
CHAPTER III. 
LITERATURE SURVET
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III. UTEKATURfi Bmrwï.
Thl» anrv^ deal# aaialy with the behaviour of 
nitrogea la iron and iron alleya. Mowever, beeauae of the 
aiailarity of the effeeta produecsd in iron by carbon and 
nitrogen, and beeauae both give riae to ainilar internal 
friction peaka, many inraatigatora report experinenta 
involving beth aolutea# Roferenee ia nade, therefore, to 
work on carbon where thia ia relevant to the overall diaeoaaien.
1. Theoretical Treatiaea and their fiaperinental Verification.
(20)WocKlruff caa the firat to notice on anomaly in
the internal frictien of iron an a function of temperature. 
Uhilat atttdyiag the effect of temperature on the time of 
decay of ateel tuning forka, a diatinet minimum %#aa obaerved 
at appromiamtely 7^^ C (f 128 c/a). Cinoe the time of 
decay ia inveraely proportional to the internal friction, thia 
correaponda to a manimum or peak value of damping at the above 
temperature. Theae obaervotiona uere alao the firat to 
demenatrate that the temperature oorreapondiag to the internal 
friction peak ia frequency dependent, being higher the higher
the frequency, for a given prooeas. Hore than thirty yeara
(21)later, Snoek ahoued that a wire loaded %dLth nitrogen prochieed 
an internal friction peak whoae height waa approximately equal 
to the weight per cent of nitrogen, and tliat the peak height 
docroaeed with tempering. In a aoeond publication , which
17
followed shortly, the mothematieal treatment of internal 
friction waa oonaidered and thm familiar equation
Q •  ^  ^ (4)
1 ♦ < t w r
for a aimgle relaxation time prooeaa derived. The exact 
phyaical mechaniam by which atroaa induced diffuaion of 
interatitial aolutea gave riae to an internal friction peak 
waa elucidated, aa diacuaaed in the previoua meet ion.
Foldor^^^ elaborated on Smock*a theory for b.c.o. 
atruoturea by oomaidering a aiaglc cryatal under uniaxial 
atrcae in an arbitrary direction. By poatulating that the 
aoliite atoms did not interact with each other, it waa ahown 
that f6r O.Olt C in solution, the magnitude of the elastic 
after-effect, ^  should be 0.099. Since thm after-effect
is related to the damping by the relationship
" 2 mox (9)
thia leads to a value of 0.0195 in terms of the damping peak
height. Further, given that the disaolved atoms could
migrate directly only from one interstice to the (four) 
nearest interstices, the diffuaion coefficient oi the solute 
could be represented by
0 •  iU
36 f'
The theory alee mode the important prediction that the damping 
should show strong anisotropy, bdmg aero for a crystal stressed
18
in m [ill] direction since the interstitiel positions sre 
#11 equivalent in relation to the applied stress, and there** 
fore, no streaa induced diffuaion should occur. Conversely, 
the damping should be at a naxisun for a streaa applied in 
a [loo] direction.
Uijkatra ^  oonfimsd oxperinantally the salient 
features ef Polder*s theory. Purified single crystals, in 
the form ef strips 50 x 5 a 0.15 n.n., were nitrided or 
earburised and their danping capacity measured. The amount 
of solute present ia solution waa estimated by comparing the 
electrical résistance of the specimens with o calibration 
graph relating percentage increase in resistance to the 
solute concentration. The experisental rMults are summarised 
below I
misui J W u l w
0*0U c Cloo] 0.0315
0.01% c dll] 0 >00135
0*01% > Oioc] 0*016
0*01% ■ [nil 0*0013
Xhese measurements are in good agreement with the above theory. 
The [llù cf^ rstale showed very slight da«q>img due to the 
presence of about S% ef small orystala whose orientation 
differed from that of the baaie crystal. The assumption 
that mutual interaction between the diaeolved particles 
could be neglected was alao experimentally substantiated.
19
since Oijkstre obtained a straight line plot relating the
damping to the wnoentration of solute. The value of
0.0215 for a eryatal having a [lo c i] orientation end
containing 0.01% C compares favourably with the figure of
(Mi0*0195 predicted theoretically by Polder .
A eeoond theoretical treatise on the estimation 
of the damping value was undertaken by (mit and Van Beuren 
who interpreted damping as causing a chaise in the elastic 
moduUi of the material. It %#as aho%m that a general 
relationship existed between the elastic oonstanta of single 
crystals and those of polycrystalline specimens in cubic 
metals. Using this relationship, it waa estimated that, 
for a pclycrystal line specimen of random orientation leaving 
0*01% 8 in solution, the dampi% at 17 C^ was O.O075. A
(24)similar calculation by Rawlings and Taahini yielded 0.0085,
%d%ich agrees well with the previoua work Mid with the experi-. (A) (Mmentally determined values of 0*0070 and 0*0079 •
The theoretioal values of both Polder and ! mit 
and Van Beuren are subject to uneertaintios introduced by the 
values of the elastic constants used, which are themselves 
determined experimentally, and by approximations nsdo in the 
course of calculation. For this reason the most reliable 
method of determining the proportionality factor, relating 
the concentration of solute to thm height of the internal 
friction peak, is probably an experimental one. Hevertholesa,
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theoretioal valaee of the proportionality factor and other 
theoretical predictiona liave been idioen to be in anbatantial 
agreonont with empcrinantal reaulta and ia etriking proof of 
the eorrectneea of the theory#
The normal texture conferred on iron by a drawing
proceea ia [lio], and much ooatroveray exiata in the
literature concerning the effect of auch a texture on the
magnitude of the internal friction peak in polycryatala .
The ooncluaicm to be drawn, however, ia that for the aame
aolute content, the internal friction will deereaae with
increaaing texture. A eooond point, arising from the theory,
whi^ has been much debated, ia the validity of the linear
relationship between the magnitude of the effect and the
aolute content. The auggeaticn hae been made that the
Mirelationship obeys a curve • However, both theory and the 
majority of expert mental investigations favour a
Wilinear relationship. A study by Lagerberg and Joseffason 
of the influence of grain boundaries on the behaviour of 
carbon and nitrogen in ^ -iron, showed that the internal 
friction decreased with decreasing grain sise for a given 
solute content. This was attributed to grain boundaries 
trapping or absorbing adjacent interstitial atoms.
The above observations, although important 
theoretically, are no less important from an experimental 
point of view. Since both texture and decreasing groin
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aime lower the internai friction, repi odtiolble reaulta 
will enly he obtained if the apeeimena have randan 
orientation and large graine» A large grain aiae reduoed
the probability ef ooepiotely random orientation and a
(25)ooepromiae nuat be aohiered. Fast and Verrijp were able 
to obtain ooaaiatent reaulta by reoryatalliaing the apeeimena 
above the 01-Y tranoitieo (950^0) whieh effeetively removed 
any texture» The mean gp"ain diameter aimed at waa 
approximately one-tenth the diameter of the wire i.e. 0.003*. 
1» Solubility Neaeuremecita of Mitregen in Iron below the 
Httteotoid Temper at itre.
A diagram of the iron-nitrogen mymtem ia ahown in 
Figure 0. There are two atable eelid nolutiona, namely, the 
face-eentred oubie )T-phaae and the bodSy-oentred cubic <^ -phaae» 
From both a praetioal and a theoretioal viewpoint, the 
and the f phaae boundariea are extremely important ninee 
it ia nitrogen in aoliition whicdi eauaee ageing and brittleneaa 
In order to under stand and oontrel the effeots of nitrogen in 
steel, it la imperative that the extent ef the solubility of 
nitrogen in oi-iren be aoowately known. Recent measurements 
have ehown that the solubility of nitrogen in o(^ -iron is mush 
smller and decreases mush mare rapidly, with decrt seing 
temperature, than was previously tlieught to be the ease.
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In performing oolubility mooenromont## it in 
important to dintinguinh tho prooipitatod phano with Miich
tho nitrogen in in ecptilibriniD* Ttin ntable phene in Fo V^
iM ^which hen a f*c«e. ntrooturn. Dijkntra , nhiint
nttidying tho precipitation of nitrogen from a nupernaturatcd
oL#"iron eo lut ion by tlie internal friction technique# obnerrcd
oa mntantnble nitride phane forming below 300 C. Jact noted 
that the onna precipitate occurred during the decomponit ion 
of nitrogen anrtennite* Uning X-rny techniquee# the 
atrueture of the ne# phane wen ahown to be body-centred 
tetragonal with a ntruoturel unit containing eight {2x2m2) 
distorted and expanded body-centred cubic unite of the 
original raperanturatcd nolution or morteaeite atrueture*
The cell oontaimn at the moat two nitrogen atoan at (0#C#\) 
and and for convenience nay be demi gnat ed FogN,
although up to one-half of tho number of nitrogen niton nay 
be vacant* Thun below the eutectoid temperature# nitrogen 
in nolution may bo in equilibrium with either Fe^H or FogS. 
f ince FcgN in metantable# the nolubility of nitrogen in 
equilibrittfB with FogN in greater titan for Fe^ B*
reverol inventigationn # uning various toeltniquen, 
have been made to determine the nolubility of nitrogen in 
Iron below the cuteetoid* Thene résulta arc noamorined in 
Table I*
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(ü)Early love#tlgatl«m# imdertakan hf Fry # Eiaonhut
(JFi " - (HJand koupp , and leforlan # yielded reaulta whloh can no
longer bo regarded aa aoeeptabla. Tho firat reaaonably
accurate detemlnation of the nolubility of nitrogen in
oquilibrium with Po4B uaa that of Boater # who meaaured
eleetrieal roeintivity. It waa found that a linear
relatienahip emiated between the reaiativity and tho
concent ration of nitrogen in nolution# Unfortunately
reaiativity meaaurementa are not very reliable aince they
are apt to be affected by other faetora aueh aa oxide filma
on the aurfaee of the apeeimena# diaperaiona of fine
precipitate or quenching atreaaea# aa well aa varying with
aolute content. Theae reaulta auat therefore be treated
with aame reaervetion# nevertheleea the agreement with more
recent valuea ia aurpriaingly good.
The internal friction technique ia ideal for making 
nolubility maaawememta# aince only atoma in aolid nolution 
contribute to the damping preceaa# procipitatea having no 
effect. Dijkatra # uaiag thia toEdwique, obtained nitrogen 
aolubilitiea in the range 300^ c - 575^ C. The expérimenta 
entailed quenching nitricted aaaplea from 590^C to form a 
aupereaturated nolution. Tempering at a given temperature 
followed until the maximum damping value remained conatant 
with increaaing time. Thia final value ef damping waa taken 
aa a meaauro of the nolubility at that temperature. In order
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to obtain a proportionality factor beticoco damping and nolnta
coDcontration, reaiativity neaaorananta were need in oonjuno-
tion witli tho reaulta of Koeter • Thia ahowed that Q
waa equal to the weight per cent of nitrogen in aolid nolution
to within an aeoumoy of -10%. Thia factor waa asauned to
apply up to nitrogen# ooneent rat iona of the order of 0.075 wt.%#
although direct coapariaon with Kocter*a reaulta won only
poaaible up to 0.015 wt.%. Tho agreement aliown between
Dijkatra*a and koeter*a recuite ia tlier^ore to a large oxtent
inherent in tlie method of ealculotioo adopted.
(%•)Doreliua et al. meaaured the nolubility by an 
iaothemal calorimetry method. Thene reaulta were auel) higher 
than theae obtained by Dijkatra and oaanot be oonaidered aa 
reliable in view of the aubaequcnt work by Aatron et al. # 
who repeated Doreliua* work and obtained reaulta which %#we 
17% lower than thoae obtained in the firat inveetigation. 
Further# by aeaauring the elaatio after-effect Aatrom alao 
obtained reaulta wiiicdi eonfimod the reviaed oalori metric 
reaulta. The elaatic after-effect oiqierimMta utiliaed a 
relatively large apeelnen in the form of a coil. The 
nitrogen content of the mil waa determined from the inoreace 
in ita weight after oitridii^. One end of the coil waa 
rigidly fined whilat the otiier waa twiated through a fincwS 
angle# held in that poaitioa for a aufficiently long tine# 
releaaed# and the damping meaaured ia torma of the after-effect.
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The relation found botwnn danping and nitrogen oenoeotration 
%#aa not linear but curved. The deviaticMi from linearity# 
however# was exactly of the type to be expected if accidental 
precipitation occurred at higher temper a tu rea. Ttiia w a
more than likely# ainoa it ia known that quenched iron- 
nitrogm nolutiona are extremely onatablc at high nitrogen 
contenta# and aa the ^iccimen waa very cuBd>ergoma# efficient 
quenching waa not achieved. According to the reaulta# a 
wire quunchcd from the eutectoid tORporature at S8S C^ and 
containing 0.1 wt.% nitrogen in solution could never W%ow a 
datping value greater than O.055 at -18^ C« The work of Pact 
and Verrijp  ^ aho»fod that valuea of higher than 0*07 could
easily be obtained at room tmopcrature by quenching a wire
containing 0»! wt.% nitrogen from In view of this#«the findings of Aatrom are mapect.(41)Paranipe investigated the whole of tSte iron- 
nitrogen ayatcm by a chemical equilibrium method in conjunct lorn 
with 1-rcy diffraction. At any given temperature# carbonyl 
iron powder waa brougtit into equilibrium with mixtuma
of pregreaaively higlier ammonia potentials before quenching 
into water. Micro-kjeldahl anolyaoa and X-ray diffraction 
meaaurementa were made. The solubility limit waa detected
by the appcaraaeo ef a aoeond ptiaae. The reaulta wore in
(33Jreasonable agreement with tlxxie of Dijkatra # although small 
diacrepanciea existed which were probably due to differMCea
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in the phyeioel nature of the epeeineos.
ProB the above work it ia apparent that there ia 
a reaaonabXe aeaaure of agreement between investigationa 
using different techniques. Tlie internal friction method# 
however# ia the most attractive experimentally and ia probablym)more accurate than other techniques. Past and Verrijp 
were the firat to use the intomal friction technique to make 
a conprehaasive study of ttie solubility of nitrogen in iron.
The damping of wire apeeimena# 10* long % O.OJO** diameter# 
waa measured by observing tlie decay of the amplitude during 
free vibration in a torsional pendulum apparatus similar to 
that devised by K e . Aa in all tho internal friction 
experimanta reviewed in thia section# the reliability of the 
solubility data depends largely on tho accuracy of tho factor 
relating damping to concentration. Two aeries of expérimenta 
were undertaken to determine thia factor. In the first aeries# 
the wire aamplea were nitrided at 9$0^C in 99% Bg ** 1% for 
varying times# quenched# solution treated at 570^C and quenched. 
The height of the damping peak measured after the last quench 
increased initially with increaaing time of heating# but after 
2 - 3  hours o constant value waa reached. Ton peak heights 
measured after 3» 4# 8 hours were all found to lie within the 
range max ■> 0«02lî 0*OOOS* Micro-kjeldahl analyses allowed 
the nitrogen content to be wt.% B * 0*0265 10*001. In the 
second aeries# the wires were nitrided at 950^ C# aa above# and
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then #t 570^C in nixtnree to raise the nitrogen
eontent still farther. These peak heights were found 
to lie in the range Q^^nax - 0.0585 - 0.0008# analyses 
gave wt.% H » 0.074 Î o.ooi. Theae two aeries ahowed 
that the wt.% I - 1.36 1 0.04Q**^ nox. at 33^ C.
In general their method of determining aolubilitiea 
conaiated ef tempering a aupereaturated solution of nitrogen 
in iron at any given temperature in the range 38c^ C - 580^ C# 
and observing Q**^ max aa a funetioo of time until no fdrther 
change occurred. The final value of Q^^max waa taken aa a 
measure of the nitrogen solubility at that temperature.
The results are aummeriaed in Table I. At tiigh nitrogen 
contenta# the eupereaturated solutions became extremely 
unstable and reproducible reaulta were not obtained with 
nitrogen contenta above 0*08%. With nitrogen contents 
bettfoen 0.05 - 0.08% reproducible result# could only be 
obtained by measuring very quickly a small number of points 
on the internal friction curve# situated on both aides of the 
peak# whilat no special precautions were needed for nitrogen 
contents lower than 0.03%.
Résulta that are too high may be obtained for the 
Pe^ B phaae boundary by the presence of either finely 
divided Pe4B precipitates or by PcgB formation. . Peat and 
Verrijp guarded against the former by alow cooling their wires 
from 580^C prior to resolution and against the latter by
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performing the emperimente et temperature# higher than jOO^ C. 
Their eolabilltiea are mueh higher then thoae reported by
(33 JDijkatra Thia# however# ia almoat entirely due to the
difference in the proportionality eonatant omed in the two 
inveatigetiona. If the proportionality factor of Feat and 
Verrijp ia applied to the reaulta ef Dijkatra# thia yield# 
nolubility value# which are greater than thoee obtained by 
Faat and Verrijp. Thia in fact auggcata that their reaulta 
may be low due to aeeidMtal preeipitation.
Rawlinga and Tambini alao made a etudy of tho 
o</(xe fe4H equilibrium in iron uaing internal friction but 
approached equilibrium from the oppoaite direction by 
nit riding a wire containing little or no nitrogen. Ammonia 
waa paaaed through a cracking furnace in aeriea with the 
furnace containing the wire apeeimena. The ammonia 
potential in contact with the wirea# and lienee the quantity 
of nitrogen abacrbed# waa controlled by variation in tlie 
cracking fWrnace temperature. Hydrogen can alee be abaorbed 
in thia metlied of nitriding aince the reactiM may be 
repreacnted aa
aiHj ai ^ M  
However# it liaa been ahown that the hydrogen peak# at the 
frequency uaod# ia at 100°k and ita oontributiom to the 
nitrogen peak ia negligible. The Q*^maa warn moaaured aa a 
function of the ammonia potential at temperaturea in the
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range 8SU°C - 55U^ C« At any given temperature# time damping 
firat increaaeri witli imereaaing ammonia potential and then 
deereaeed due to the fomation of a came of fo^ M. The 
maximum damping obtained at each temperature waa taken aa 
the true meaeure of aolnbility at that temperature# The 
proportionality factor waa determined by analytical mathoda 
and fotmd to be 1*28 at IT^ C.
The reaulta obtained %#ere higher than thoae of 
faat and Verrijp partly due to the allgtitly greater 
proportionality factor# but mainly due to the more efficient 
quench obtained by Kawlinga and Tambini# «dio uaed a amaller 
and thinner epeeimen (2* x 0*02” diameter). If the factor 
of 1*28 ia applied to the reaulta of Dijkatra , they agree
exactly with thoae of Bawlinga and Tambini above 300°C. At
lower temperaturea oomplicationa are introduced due to the 
poaaibility of the format ion of FogB. The valuea quoted by 
Rawlinge and Tambini for and jOO^ C could refer to
equilibrium with FcgB aa the authora did not offer evidence 
to the oentrary. However# an they nitrided their wirea and 
did not meaeure the aolnbility by the precipitation technique# 
the reaulta probably do in fact refer to equilibrium with 
Pe^ B. Thia avggeete that the low temperature reaulta of
Dijkatra are high due to incomplete precipitation.
The single nolubility meaaurament by Comcy and
mTurfcdogan deviates leaa from the reaulta of Rawlings and
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Tambini than from thoaa of Faat and Verrijp. Ia view of 
the forego ing diaeiiaaion there ia atreag ewideooe in favour 
of the reaulta of Rawlinga and Tambini being the moat
reliable# Tho nolubility ef nitrogen in <x -iron in
equilibrium with Fe^ M# from their data# may be repreaented 
by log M » - iûâi 4 0*942 wt.%
T
(MiThe value# reported by Faat and Verrijp for 
PogB are more reliable than tlioae of Dijkatra# and may be 
expreoaod by
log * * - 2160 •¥ 2*518 wt#%
T
Similar internal friotion expérimenta have been
(Miperformed on iron-carbon alloy# with equally encouraging 
reaulta#
3# Précipitât ion Etudiea by Internal Friction Technique#.
In metallography# tie moat widely atudied 
precipitation proeeae ia that which occur# in ago-hardening 
alloy#« Tho ayetmaa which have received moat attention have
been a lumini«m copper# iron-carbon and iron-nitrogen.
Phyaical proportiea of alloy# aueh aa hardneaa and electrical 
reaiatance change durinsi precipitation and cuch cimngoa have 
been uaed to follow ageing proeoaaee* However# theae 
meaaurementa are unreliable ainoc the aiae# shape and 
diatribution of the precipitated phaae influencoa their values.
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ZntCMMil friction ■Msurcmemtc have no anch drawbacka and 
the technique has been uaed extenaively in the study of 
precipitation free the oL-imon aolid aolutiona of nitrogen 
and carbon.
In atudying precipitation ratea by internal friction# 
none iaportant cone ider at iona should be borne in nind# A 
nitrogen atom will only contribute to the oomal internal 
friction peak if ita jump rate correaponda to that for normal 
interstitial ai tee. If ita jumping rate changes by a factor
of approximately 100# ita oomtributimi will be negligible.
Wort baa auggeated that nitrogen atoma residing ia distorted 
regioea of the lattice adjacent to grain boundariea or 
surrounding précipitât on might not be properly meaaured# ainoe 
the mean time-of-atay in aueh poaitiona would differ from that 
ia normal aitea. The grain boundary effect may be neglected 
if apeeimena are not fine grained. The trapping of aolute 
atoma in the disturbed regiona surrounding preeipitatce will 
only occur in the initial atagea of the prooeaa when the 
preeipitatea are likely to be ooherent# since bulk précipitâtes 
do not cause acvere lattice distortion. Atoma removed from 
solution aa preeipitatea will not contribute to the damping.
The precipitation prooeaa ia obaerved by measuring 
Q^ ^max. as a function of time* The deereaae in Q**^ max. 
accompanying the tempering of a aupereaturated solution 
correaponda to the removal of aolute from aolid solution and
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tho fomation of a prooipltata.
Dijkatra ^^aada a datai led atudy of nitrogaa 
proeipitotioB in<<-iron balow tho eotootoid taaparatura.
In tho firat aeriaa of amparinaota the effect of differing 
initial nitrogen contenta on the rate of précipitation waa 
examined at a fixed température. Reaulta indicated that 
the rate of rejection of nitrogen from aolutira waa atrongly 
dependent on the initial eoncentration ond inereaaed with 
increaaing concentration. In a aecond aeriea# wirea of 
conatant nitrogen oonoamtrati on were tempered at temperatwea 
in the range O^ C - gOO^ C and the damping meaaured aa a 
function of time for eadh teaperature. From Dijkatra *a 
obaervationa it appeared that nitrogen waa rejected from 
solid aolntion by two distinct mechaniama# one predominating 
at low temperaturea and the other at high. The two procoaaea 
occurred independently of each other# at different ratea# and
had different depeodencica on temperaturo. Micro examination
•/revealed that both phaaea ahowed a bidmanatatten structure# 
but whereas the firat structure (FcgN ) had a (001) orientation# 
the aecond (Fe X^) had an orientation aaaociated with a higher 
order plane probably (110)# supporting the view that the two 
preeipitatea occurred independently. The obvious conclusion 
waa that tho nucléation of FC4I must be extremely difficult 
at low temperaturea. Thia ia feasible aince it ia known 
from the latmr work of Jmék # the atoma of FcgX have
the aame arrangement aa in <A-iroo« Therefore# the formation
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of it* Bttcloi deoMide # aueh mmmXlmr aetivation morgy 
thoo the formation of Fo%^ X anolai * in which tho iron atoma 
have the face-eentred enhio arrongoaent of ZT-iron.
The obaervationa of Dijkatra may thereforo be 
explained aa follow*. When the temperature ia relatively 
low (below ISD^C) and if tlie iron ia aupereaturated with 
reapect to both Fe^ N and FogN# précipitât ion at art* with the 
formation and growth of FogX. After a much longer time# 
the more stable Fe^K nuclei appear and grow at the expense 
of the firat formed precipitate. At higher temperaturea# 
above 3D0^ C# thermal agitation of the atom* in greater and 
Fe^H nuclei form without much delay. It waa alao confirmed 
that the precipitation ratea at varying temperature* and 
nitrogen contents were in agreement with the standard
mnucléation theory •
imWert alec atudied the precipitation of nitrogen 
from eupersaturated iron nolutiona with a view to obtaining 
a mathematical exprcaaion %diich would accurately describe the 
ageing proceea. Precipitation to fore FcgX and Fe X^ waa 
atudied at temperatures im the range 25^ C - IfO^ C and at 31S C^ 
respectively. A preliminary attempt waa made to use am 
expreaeicn of the form
W e kt" — i
Where n im a constant and £ the amount of precipitate formed 
in time ^  to describe the experimentol reaulta. It %#aa ahown 
that thia equation waa only valid up to approximately 40% of
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the total preeipitatioo. Thia waa attributed to inter- 
fereoee betweao adjaeont partielea ef precipitate with the 
aeooepanyie# general depletion of aolute in the iron lattice 
in the later atagea.
Clearly# an equation wliioh will account for 
precipitation in the later atagoa auat take into account 
tlie depletion of the aolute atone from the aatrix. An 
alteroative equation of the fareA  c Ct) •  1 - ^ a p  ) J inj
Co
Where Ac(t) ia the amount of material preeipitatod in time
%,9 £a 5a the original aolute content# ± and g are conatanta#
%#aa applied by hart. The PegX reaulta plotted aooording to
thia equation ahowed three diatinet portiona. The first
stage extended up to approximately tO% of the total
preeipitation# the second stage up to 8o - 90% and the third
stage aeooimted for the remainder. The g valuea far the
first and aecond atagea were 1*45 and 10. The third stage
waa poorly defined and no g value waa obtained. Ftudiea of
the precipitation of Fe^N ahowed only one atage with g » 1.6.
In those cxperimonta there were two main aouroea of error.
Piratly# during the early atagea ef the preeipitation proceea#
small err ore in the déterminât ion of £g and AcCt ) were
reflected as large porocntagc crtore in In ACCt ) •
CoSecondly# tlicre waa difficulty in determining the exact 
tempering time# eepccially at high temperaturea# ainoc the
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%imm of heating and quenching nay net be anall oonparcd 
to the total ncaaurod tempering tine* levortltelcaa# the 
enpcrinontal data fitted the above Law# equation (11)# up 
to about of the total precipitation. More conplen
(49 Jequationa have been derived in atteepta to deaoribe the
precipitation prooeaa over a atill wider range# None of
t.Mae aapreeaiona# however, oppear to lead to a aatiafactory
phyaical interpretation of the precipitation prooeaa#
(MZener poatulated that the value of g obtained 
by applying equation (11) to precipitation reaulta could be 
interpreted in tema of the ahape of the precipitated 
particlea# Working on thia premise# he ahewod that for 
spherical growth# tlie volume imcreaaod in proportion to 
(t - to) ^/2§ for cylindrical growth aa (t - to) ^/2 and 
fbr diaeoidal growth aa (t - to) /^2# where %si is the time 
required for the formation of the ncmeleua# bert found that 
in the oaae of FegX# g waa approximotely Vl# thus by Zener^a 
rcaacning# FcgX precipitated aa discs mo6 ig was aero i#e# 
there waa no incubation period. Thia concluaioo conoeraing 
apontaneoua preeipitation im contrary to the fiodinga of(l|iDijkatra who reported tho existenee of an incubation
period for tempering temperatures lower than . Wert
alao predicted that carbon precipitated aa apheroida# factCA)an electron mieroaoopy study ham ahown that these
(*)precipitates are diaeoidal. Further# Pitch and Luoke 
obtained g values for carbide precipitation w&ich were smaller
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(5o;than the ainimnw predicted by Zenar. • Thus the attractive 
model of Wert and Zcner# that the factor g waa indicative
of the ahape of tho precipitate# appeara to be unfcunded.
(«11A theoretical treatment by Ham in which two atagoa of 
precipitation were aaenmed# ahowed that tho value of g 
should be 1*5 for all particlea# regardloaa of ahape# ia 
the initial atage# and 1*0 for the second stage provided 
the aiae of the precipitated particlea woa small compared 
to their distance of aeparatiom.
Wert ^^ # atudying the aiaultaneoua precipitation 
of nitrogen and carbon# showed that the rate of ageing of 
one type of interstitial waa influenced by the preacoce of 
the other. Whan both aolutea were present# the precipitation 
rate of the slower waa increased to equal that of the faster 
precipitating aolute. Thia rate increase could be explained 
either by an iacroaeo in the nuSber of nuclei available for 
precipitation or by on inoreaae in the diffuaion rate.
Since the shape and position of the individual nitrogen and 
carbon internal friction peaks were found to bo unaltered by 
the presence of both in solution# the diffusion ratea of 
these aolutea are also unaltered. bert therefore concluded 
tliat the increased rate of precipitation must be accounted for 
by an increase in the number of nuclei# and suggested that 
carbon or nitrogen could nucleate massive precipitates of 
each other or that a mixed carbonitride could nucleate and 
precipitate.
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(SI)RMont work on carbon precipitation ahowed that 
the kinetioa of précipitation changed when the ageing 
temperature woa below about 6€^C for iron-carbon alloy# 
containing 0#0M%C. Thin waa nanifeat by an inoreaae in 
g# the oxponential in the bert and Zencr Law# (equation (11))# 
and a deereaae in the activation energy aaaociated with 
preeipitation# tim latter effect being attributed to a change
in tho mode of nucléation. A more comprchcnaive atudy waa(#)undertaken by Chollet and Cruaaard who obaerved carbon 
precipitation in the range 23^ C - 235^ C for alleya containing 
0*005 to 0*023%C« By plotting tX/^  V S  /^T# it waa ahown 
that three temperature rangea enlated where the kinetioa of 
precipitation waa different; the limita of theae rangea 
inereaaed with increaaing carbon oontent. Theae phomomena 
depended in a complex way cm the amcleation and growtii of the 
precipitate#. The authora conceded that the tranaition between 
the lower and middle range waa due to a change in the mode ofimnucléation aa propoaed by Poreona # whilat they attempted to 
explain the tranaition between the middle and liigheat rangea in 
terme of M&e growth factor.
4* Determination of Diffuaion Coefficienta by Internal Frictiom 
Techmiquea.
Aa ahown earlier# the diffuaion coefficient of ::n
interatitial aolute in iron ia given by
0 " (3)
36 f
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Te eseorteio the diffueim eoeffieient at any toeperattire« 
it la aufficieot to ehaerve the malamatiee time t at tliat 
tettjmrature* This ralne la found ianediotely froa the 
position of aaaiMua damping# ainoe at the peak s 2 77 f » !•
hy varying the frequeney# the coeffiaient ef diffunion at 
other tenp#r*turea earn be detwnioed and# by plotting la D 
VS the activation energy for diffuaion can be eatimated.
Doth carbon and nitrogen diffuaion eoeffieienta obtained at 
low tenperaturea by internal friction teehniquea agree well 
with valuea entrapolated fro# reaulta obtained by conventional 
diffuaion enperincnte at higher temperatures. TUia agreement 
confirma the hypotheaia on wttieh equation (3) deponda i.e. that 
the interatitial atoms# in «l-iron# move only one. to neareat 
neighbour interaticea in ea<A% jump. Since the fnoek relaxation 
dependa on very omall diaplaoenenta# neaauroaents of internal 
friction allow the determination of diffuaion ooeffioienta 
which are very much amaller than these detenained by the 
conventional method# wSiere numeroua Jumps are neoeaoary to 
produce a meaaureble difference in a oonoratration gradient.
If# for example# the diffusion coefficient of nitrogen in <<^ irom 
at room ttsmperature was to be measured by conventional mDthoda# 
this would entail nitrogen diffusing from a nitrogen ricli alley
into pure iron to a minimum depth of 0*1 «» 0*2 css. this
-7distance is approximately equivalent to 10 elementary
of a nitrogen atom# and it has been eatimated Uiot# since the
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atome move randomly# thia would raquira a period of a million
y oar a. Hmch a oaloulation illoatratoa vividly the advuatagea
offered by Internal friction mcttkoda in thia field.
v.ert^ ^^  made a atudy of the diffuaion of earton in
-iron# in the range *35^C to 300^ C# uaing relaxtion phenomena.
In order to meaauro ± over thia range of temperature it eaa
neoeasary to vary the frequenoy up to approximately 1000 e/a.
A mingle internal frietion technique could not be employed#
and uae wee made of the olaatic after-effect for aub-aero
tenperaturea# the toraion pendulum for aahient tenperaturea
and a magnetically driven toraion pendulum for higlier
tempem^turoa. In addition# a precipitation tecl&nique waa
uaed to deduce the diffuaion coefficieut in the range 150*C -
200^ C# since precipitation occurred too rapidly to allow
relaxation peak moaauremeota to be made with certainty. The(Mreaulta of Stanley # obtained by conventional methods at 
SOC C^ w 700 C^# were taken in conjunetien with the other valuea 
to give a plot of In b vs ^ /T# Thia gave a straight line# 
indicating the oonatancy of the activation energy for diffuaion# 
4iL# over thia wide range ef temperature. Similar techniques 
%#crc uaed in the detemiaation of nitrogen diffuaion ooeffioienta 
but the temperature range investigatod was much shorter# -30^C 
to 50 C. Wert and Zenar also reportod valuea for Do and 
the activation energy for diffusion.
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In addition to datamining the diffuaion
ooaffioiant of nitrogan at room tenparaturo from the position
Miof tha rolmxation peak# Fast and Vorrijp also reported 
values for higher temperatures in the oL and ^  ranges. They 
utilised the fact that deeorptien of nitrogen from iron wirea 
by hydrogen is diffuaion oontrolled • Iron wires loaded 
with nitrogen were held for varying periods at different 
tenperaturea in a stream of wet hydrogen to allow desorption 
to ooeur. The wires were aubaequantly quenched, given a 
hemogeniaiug treatment and the height ef the internal friction 
peak meaaured to give the residual nitrogen oonteot. Past 
and Verrijp #d%ewed that a plot ef log ft \ ( < - o*3)
versus time gave a atraigt&t line plot from which the diffusion
coefficient of nitrogen at a given desorption temperature
could be calculated. These meaanreoeata showed that the
diffusion coefficient ef nitrogen in <<-iron was much greater
than in ^ -iren. At $40 C^# the diffusion coefficient of
nitrogen in «k-iron bad already aurpaaaed the value for
nitrogen in ^  -iron, while at 9$0 C^, the extrapolated value of
diffusicn coefficient in oC-iron m s  abcnit 50 times greater
than for ^ -iron.
The reeulta hf the inveetigations diamsaed above
are shown in Table 11 in terms of the conetanta and in(OJthe diffusion equation* The work of Duaby , wiie oH aimed
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hla recuit# by analyeimg speoieene after nitriding fer
▼ariooa tieea, oaleulating the fraotioeal aaturatiea and
hence the diffusion coefficient, ia included for eoeparieon
together with the activation energy obtained by Ke
In Table III actual valuea for the diffuaion
coefficient ef nitrogen, acoording to varieua inveatigatora,Mlare ehe%m for several teeporaturea ♦ >ert and Zeoer gave Mionly a few reaulta over a aaall temperature range, while 
obtained aeveral résulta but only at low temperature#.
Theae reaulta have been extrapolated in Table III to give aMi ,oompariaen with theae of Paat and Verrijp wlie obtained a 
few valuea over a very wide temperature range. On balance, 
there ia little to ehoeae between the reaulta of Paat and 
Verrijp and theae of bert, the diaorepanciea in their reaulta 
can be explained by the difference in their valuea of Do. (OiThere is also reaaonable agreement with the reaulta of Duaby .
S« The ftudy of Ternary PyatMS by Internal Friction Teehniquea.
Thia diacuaaion, so far, has dealt with effect#
produced by nitrogen atom movementa aaaociated with a unique
type of Bite ia the iron lattice. The introduction of a
aubatitmtiooal atom into the iron lattice generally producea
alternative sites in which the nitrogen atom can reaido. Thia
may reeult in either the normal Snook peak being broadened or
the formation of an additional aeparate peak. Paat and MiDijkatra compared the ahape of the internal friction peaka
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and the rate# ef precipitation of nitrogen in iron and iron 
containing 0.5 at. * manganeae. They reported that nanganeae 
ahifted the nitrogen peak from 2S^ c to 32^C and inereaaed ita 
half-width from IS to 36 C^ , clearly indicating that more 
than one relaxation time waa operative. Thia broadened peak 
could be reaolved into two cingle relaxation time ottrvea, one 
of which paaeed through a maximum at the aama temperature aa 
the pure iron nitrogen alloy whilat the maxi man of the other 
waa at a tegmperature about tmn degraea highw. Therefore, 
for a given tomperature, the aeeond peak had a IcMiger relaxation 
time than the firat and oonaequently the nitrogen atom had a 
longer mean tima-of-atay in the interatitial poaitiooa 
aaaociated with thia aeeond peak» It waa natural to regard 
thia phenomenon in terme ef the relative af finit ice of 
manganeae and iron for nitrogen. The heat of formation of 
fe 4M ia 0»9 Kool/mola and that of Mn^  ^M ia - 23 leal/mole. 
Thia auguaata that nitrogen atom# may reduce their energy by 
occupying interatitial peaitiona where one or more ef their 
immediate neighbour# ia an atom of manganeae. Damping 
meoaurcmrata idiow that oooe "impriaened" in thia way, the 
nitrugao atone remained capable of jumping (or there would be 
no peak) but at a reduced jump frequemey. It waa noted that
manganeae inhibited the precipitation of nitrogen from aolution.
(MJLater work, Iqr Dijkatra and Sladek , confirmed the 
findinga of Feat and Verrijp^^and attempted te explain the
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reaulte. In order to csenoeive # mee:&#nl#D which could give 
rise to the meegeocee peek, it wee peetuloted that the aim 
interatitial poaitiona aurrounding a nanganeae atom in the 
lattice had, for nitrogen, a free energy level lower than for 
a normal site, giving riae to a new relanabion tine,ffo - Un» 
Tima, the manganeae peak waa attributed to jumpa betwoM a 
Po - Fe intaratioe and a Fa - Mn interatice. In order to 
explain the deeroaaed rate ef nitrogen precipitation eauaed by 
manganeae, diatinetion had to be made between the two typea of 
equilibria which could exiet due to the great difference in 
the diffuaion rates between aubatitutional and interatitial 
atone. Dijkatra and Sladek interpreted their reaulta by 
ooaaidoring that, when oonditiena were auch that the 
aubatitutional atom participated in diffuaion, nitridee with 
a different alloy content from that of the matrix were formed, 
(ortho-precipitate ). If the aubatitutional atom did not 
diffuse, the nitride precipitate inherited ita alloy content 
from the matrix, (para-precipitate). They auggeated that 
manganeae alowed pora-precipition ef nitridea by reducing the 
number ef available nucleic
More detailed atudiea ^ *^^ a^ug^ eated that it waa not 
poaaiblo to explain the marked retardation of precipitation 
eauaed by manganeae aimply by poatulating that the nitrogen 
jump frequency %ma reduced in the prcaence of nanganeae. 
Faat^^^tated that thia ph^xmonon could only be aatiafactorily
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ewplalnart by taking Sato oonaidaration tha intaraotlon of 
nitrogan and paira of aangonaaa atona. M# anggaatad that ' 
due to thia interaction a third naxinnn in the danpSag enrve 
ahouid eniat at tonperaturee aneh loner than that ef the 
normal peek. hhilat thia peak noald only ahon aa a ahouldar 
on the daaying eurve in a O.S at H Mn alloy, it ahenld beeona 
the dominant peak in a S at * Wn alley, ainoe IS^  ef all the 
manganeae atona have a nanganeae aten aa a neareat neighbour. 
It waa, therefore, peatulated that the greater part ef the 
nitrogen ia eolution waa bound to paira ef nanganeae atona.
Iavoatigetioal#bf iren-earbon alleya oentaining 
o.S at % Si| 0.9 at t Nd| 0.5 at 1 Crj ^.5 at * he; and 
o.S at % V, aiiowqd that the poaition and atmpe of the carbon 
peak woe the aana for each of theae allpya aa for pure iron 
ond that there were 00 aubaidiary peaka in the range - 
to lOO^ C. It waa reported that the earben content aa
detamined by analyooe and by peak heigtita did not agree,
analyaea gave reaulta whicdi ware very naoh higher than the
danping peaka auggcated. Although no emplanation waa offered
it would appear to be ebvioua that in aone eaaea carbide 
fono&tion had occurred, however in the eaae of niokel and 
nanganeae which do not fern atable oarbidea, the reaulta are 
rather aurpriaing.
In iron-vanadiun-nitrogem and iron molybdanun 
nitrogen alleya no peak cenparcble to the Mn - Rn - Pe peak
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w## bot a diatinot peak at a aneh higher
iêÜtemperature than the normal nitrogen peak waa obaervod .
Fact and Roijering^^ made a eloee atudy of iron-nitrogen 
Alloy# oentaining 0,5 at V. It waa argued that ainoe 
nanganeae produced a broadened peak, aa element having a 
higher chemical affinity for nitrogen would produce an 
abnormal peak at a very much higher tmaperature. Vanadium 
waa dboaeo aimne it ha# a much higher chemical affinity for 
nitrogen tlian cmnganeac. Am abnormal peak wa# obtained at 
approximately 88^C ( f — 0.7 o/a.), which wa# in agreement 
with the previou# obaervotiena of Dijkatra and Slade&f^ e^xeept 
that the abnormal peak appeared to be governed by more them 
one relaxation time, whereaa the former worker# conaidered 
the abnormal peak to be deecribed by a aingle relaxation time# 
Faat and Roijerin^^^ound that the vanadium acted differently 
from manganeae in two rcapecta. Firatly, the vanadium alloy, 
unlike the manganeae alloy, ccmld contain large amounta of 
nitrogen (up to one atom mitrogem/atom vanadium) without 
ahowiag any internal friction. Two damping peaka were feumd 
only when the alloy contained free nitrogen aa well a# 
chemically combined nitrogen. feeondly, vanadium inereaaed 
the rate of precipitation of nitrogM. It wa# found that 
with increaning time of nitriding at 9S0°C, the abmonaal peak 
reached it# 1 aximaum firat and then remained etatiomary until 
the maximum of the normal peak wa# attained. The abnormal
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peak waa alao ahown te move toward# higher temperature# with 
inoreaaing mitrogem ooatent. Peak height# were lower than 
expoetod from ohemicol amalyeea, thia heimg due to the 
formation of VS précipitât a# and te précipitât iom occurring 
during the meaaurement ef the peaka# They augcieated that the 
abnormal peak wa# due to the prcaence of finely diatributed 
precipitate# of vanadium nitride creating "abnormal" 
interatice# in their environment, where nitrogen atom# were 
more atrongly bound than in normal interatice##. the lew 
temperature peak wa# at the aama teapwature aa for iron- 
nitrogen alloy# and waa undoubtedly due to the normal type 
of interatitial jump##
While the proaemt work wa# ia progrea# (1Ç61),
Paat in the li^t of work done on vanadium aolubility in 
the Pe-VmS ayatem by Fountain and Chipman ^  altered hi# 
interpretation of the mechanian aaeociatod with the abnormal 
peak. he reported previoualy umpubliahed work on the effect 
of aluminium and titanium on damping in iron-mitrogan alley# 
which failed to ahow abnormal peaka in the proaenee of All 
and Til precipitate## fixpcrimanta uaing copper addition# 
were alao quoted, which Indicated broadening of the normal 
peak when copper waa in eolid aolution but ahowed mo effect 
when copper wa# proaemt aa 0 precipitate# 1# view of theme 
reaulta, the méchant am propoaed fer the F#*VmS abnormal peak 
could mo longer be conaidered valid# fiinoe Fountain and
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Chipman had ahtnm that the eolnhiXity of VS ia iron at C 
waa meaeurable, Faat accepted that a moehaniam involving 
vanadion and nitrogen otoma in aolution eonld be roapooaible 
for the abnormal peak. lie obtained evidence for thia by 
ahowing that wire# oontaimiag vanadium and nitrogen heated at 
9S0 C^ and quenched gave on abnormal peak, vhereaa wire# held 
in the -range at 8jo^ c, where diaaoeiation of VS waa 
negligible, ahowod cmily the normal peak, 
te Thermodynamie Inveatigatiena ef tha Fe-v«»S 5y#tem#
While thermodynamie data en the fermetien of VS ia
avnilable^i little work hae been done on the Pe-V«S ayatem.(mlFearaen and Bnde derived a theoretical enpreaaion 
which allowed calculation of nitrogen aolubilitiea in the 
prcaence of vanadium inoi- iron. Thia, hoMver, waa baaed 
on the aaaumption that the aolutea behaved ideally. In view 
of the atreng chemical affinity between vanadium and nitrogen 
thia «fould appear to be unlikely eacept in the eaae of extrema ly 
dilute aolntiona.
mi«urkdogon et al inveatigated the effect of 0,016 
and 0.057 on the aolubility ef nitrogen in iron. They 
concluded that vanadium nitride did not appear to form at 
nitrogen potentiala lower than theae required for the formation 
of iron nitride (Fe4 S) and that Henry*# Law waa obeyed for 
aolution# containing up to O.OS %V. The former ooncluaion ia 
aurpriaing, in view of the high nitrogen abaorptiom rate#
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mifound by Fant and Maijariag in iron-vanauinm alleya uaing
very lew nitrogen potentiala.
Fountain and Cbipamn^&arried out the noat
oonprahanaiva inveatigation of the Fe-V-K ayatem and determined
many thermodynamie propertiea. In the oontent of the proaemt
work, their valuea for the aolubility produet of vanadium
nitride ia eqnilibruim with diaaolved nitrogen and vanadium in
the oL and ^  rangea ia of partieular intereat.
rro. 1 ♦ JI-» V» I K -  L'jt l][f N ^  a ]
it waa ahown that fer îT-iroa k • 7^ 7^  4 a,a?
t
and for - iron K • *2£2£ ^ 1*45
T
The aetivity ooeffieieot of nitrogen in iron (f^ ) waa ahown 
to be atrongly influenced by vanadium content. it 9S0 C^ 
Fountain and Chipman give ttm relatiooahip
-0.47 [%vj.
Which indieatea atreng negative deviation from ideality, aa
might be expected from the high chemical affinity between
MJnitregen and vanadium. Beeent Ruaaian work haa auggeated
that the aetivity coefficient ef nitrogen ia independent of
vanadium content. Tima oonaiderable uncertainty at ill appeara
to exiat on the thermodynamic propertiea of theae alloya.
7# The Freaent Inveatigation.
Only two previeua inveatigationa, by Dijkatra and 
(tf) miSladek and by Faat and Neijering , have included work cm
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the internal friction of Fe-V-S alloya. In Imth oaaea only 
a aingle vanadinm contant waa atudied and Paat and Neijering 
alone have attenpted to diaooaa the nature of the "abnormal" 
high temperature dapping peak. So attempt haa been made to 
detemino the activation energy aaaociated with the peak or 
to explain the reported ahift of the peak with varying nitrogen 
cent ont. It ia alee rather aurpriaing that no ainilar peak
haa been repwted in the Fe-V- c iqretan ainoe the mttmatm ef 
nitrogen and carbon are ueually ainilar in their internal 
friction affecta. The effect of venadinn on nitrogen 
prcoipitaticm haa alao received little attention. In view of 
thia aitoaticn the prenant inveatigation won undertaken in the 
hope of obtaining further information on the behaviour of 
nitrogen in alloya containing varying amounta of vanadium.
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IV. WLPKKIMLRTAL APPARATUS 
AkD
âPECZMËS PRfiPAKATZOK.
JL# Vaeutui CMting Unit.
Sinon ppooinona of tho highent penniblo purity worn 
donirod in tho pronom* work, tho row nmtorimi# wood worn the 
purent ohtninohle end the irom-venediun nlloye were produced 
in # recuun molting end oeeting unit. A lino diagrem and 
photograph of thin equipmant in ahown in figure 1. The 
apparatua conaiatcd of three parte, namely (1) the malting 
ohahber, (8) the canting ohambar, and (3) the pooping ayatem.
The molting chamber waa oonetruoted from a thick 
ailioa tube, 18" high a 4*5" diameter, one end of which waa 
cemented, by me ana of black wan, into a ateol flange whiidi 
formed an o-rii« eoal with the top of the canting chamber.
The upper end of the tube oarried a ateol head into which waa 
fitted thermoouple and obeervetion porta. Attached to the 
underaide of the head waa a radiation ahield. The ateel head 
and flangea at the enda of the tube ware water cooled. Around 
the middle of the ailioa tube waa wound the copper induction 
coil#
The canting chamber waa a large cylindrical ateel 
veaael, appromimately 17" high x 17" diameter, aealed at ita 
lower end and having a demountable top. bet into thia top, 
in addition to the ailioa tube, waa a large obeervation port.
VACUUM CASTINC; UNIT
ar TO rnmt i .  VACuim c a s t im  i» x t
m - Obeervation port.
b - bilictt tube,
c - Co per induction coil.
d - Handle for rotating alloying addition oentainera.
0 - i*ert for filling container#,
f - Casting handle.
g - chute retracting aiiring.
ti - Copper tube enoloaing rachat and pinion irr rn nemeet.
1 - hachet.
j - Caating baaket stand,
k - awiveiling casting basket.
1 - ULundum sleeve and base plate.
m - Crucible,
n - u-ring seals.
o - Copper water pipe connecting top and bottom flangem#
p - rhsreooDuple port,
q • U-ring seals,
r - oil diffusion pimp,
s - hotary backing pump,
t - Vacuum valves,
u - Flap valve.
&-E-3
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m émwtom for — king müoy mdditi— m under v— u— , ead en 
extension wliioh ellewed s Pennimg Geuge heed to be etteohed 
in e position uneff— tod by the eXeotrio field of the 
induction coil. The elloy eddition — ehemi—  consisted of 
four e— 11 bottomless buckets beering en e hr— s plete. By 
roteting the bookets, their contents oould be dieeherged 
into the 6" # J" die— ter oraoihle vie e ehuto. The chute 
— s retrected during oeeting by e euitehlo m— heai— • 
foeitioned — ntrelly inside the ohekber — s the oeeting 
beeket. The cruoible could be reieed from this hesket, by 
— ene of e recdc end pinion, into the induction coil. Once 
the oherge wee — Item, the crucible — e lowered to its 
former position end the — tel poured into e ceet iron — uld. 
It wee foimd n— eeeery to heet tlie mould in order to obtein 
— und here end power for this purpo—  m e  supplied to e 
— uld h— ter vie t—  electrod—  inserted into tho side of 
the ohesher# Approxi— tely 8 lbs. of elloy — s obteined in
oech h— t end this wes oest into e her 1" dim— ter x 9” long.
The puoping system — nsisted of e thr—  stego oil 
diffusion puop, Jt" high x 7” die— ter, reted et 800 litr— / 
mdn. et 10*^ , becked by e single stege — tery puep, reted et 
700 litres/min. The velves in the puspim# eyst—  were —  
errenged thet it — s possible to i— lets the diffusion pump 
both wh—  com— noing to p— p end %d&—  ededtting elr into the 
syst— . A Pireni geuge-iieed w u  loceted on the high veou—
eide of the diffusion pump.
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Premure memeurememtm were effected by both the 
Pireni gauge (range 0*5 «* O^OQX m.tig) and the Penning gauge 
(range 5 • 0*1 >i)* Premure# of the order of 0«I - 0«8 ji 
%#ere realieed in thia unit.
Power wan eriginaliy supplied by a Philip# high 
frequency induction unit (10 kw, 400 k c/a.). Thia unit 
waa not mtiafaotory aa the game evolvod from the charge 
ioniaed under the eoahined effect of the lew pressure and 
the electric field, causing a glow discharge within the silica 
tube. This dimharge was auto-mtalytio and had the effect 
of absorbing all the available power, resulting in the 
resolidifioatioo of the charge, tiiereby giving rim to cracking 
of the crucible. Various ratm of heating and periods ef 
soaking at red heat wore used in attempts to overcome this 
difficulty but these measures proved inadequate. Finally, a 
Hadyne median frequency heater (10 Kw, 1-10 K e/s) was obtained 
which obviated this diffioulty.
2. Production of Alleys.
Difficulty was experienced in obtaining a crucible 
which would not erode, nor crack nor contaminate the metal by 
chemioal reaetion. Theoretical choice, from the point of 
view of stability of the oxide, favoured magnesia as a crucible 
material. Magnesia had the added advantage that any 
decomposition tdiich did occur would not oomtaminate the malt 
with magnesium metal since magnesium is insoluble in iron and 
would volatilim under vacuum.
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Attempt# were — de to — facture aXip east 
mmgmeaia erueiblea, the raw material being pure — gneeia 
whiob w u  carefully washed and dried befere grinding in a 
ball-mill for several days to — re a fine particle aims. 
Magnesia crueibl—  were slip east from a eolloidal dispersion 
of magnesia in absolute alcohol uaing tapered plaster-of-paris 
— ulds. Contrary to eiq^tatie— , the shrinkage of the
crucibles was —  a— 11 that even with tapered — ulds stripping 
of the or— iblm — uld only be achieved by breaking away the 
— uld# Several cruoibl—  were th—  obtained but they all 
cracked either whilst drying or during firing. This technique 
was abandoned.
At lôOO^C aluni—  is as stable as — gmsia and, as 
an alter— tive, high purity reorystallised alumina cruoibl—  
were obtained in the k— wledge that there w—  a possibility of 
the deeonposition ef alumina oocurrim, resulting in — ntamin- 
ation of the — It. An estima ti—  of the possible — tent of 
the re— tion — y be — de as fbllows.
2 2The re— tion — ncerned is Al^o^ # &
At 1600^C Ima K - -
[®/«» Ai] *. r®/o oj ^  ~
It is obvio—  that the a— unt of aluminium — ntami— tion will 
depend on the degree ef emidati—  of the melt. The iron 
used was very high in oxygen 10#15%) —  that initially the 
equilibrium amount ef alumini—  is — gligibly s— 11(^ 5 x 1C~^%).
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However, einoe the melt wee deoxidleed with oar bom, the 
final oxygen content ia much leee and, under theae
circumatanoea, considerable aluminium piok~up would be 
possible. The extent of reaction would be dependent on 
kinetics, nevertheless some aluminium pick-up oould be 
expected if the motal was held — Item for long periods after 
the deoxidation by carbon had ceased.
The pure alumina crucibles used were extremely 
unsatisfactory in that all the crucibles cracked before, or 
just as, melting of tbs charge occurred. Thia was puesling 
and rather difficult to explain. It waa possible that this 
was due to the way in which the charge molted in the induction 
coil, since it waa noted that the middle melted first and this 
probably led to molten metal falling onto the bottom of the 
crucible and causing ag^ alling. Ko explanation oould be 
offered fer the few eases where cracks wore observed, on the 
bottom and side of the crucible, before there was any evidence 
of melting having occurred.
Attention was given, next, to ramming mixtures in 
the hope that a mechanically sound crucible could be produced, 
liroosil (Associated Lead Development) ramming mix allowed 
strong crucibles to be made with relative ease. The green 
crucibles were oven*dried (lOO^ C) before being fired in the 
induction coil of the melting unit, under vacuum, using a 
graphite susceptor to heat the cruoible. Crucibles so 
produced were successful in so far that they did not crack.
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did not evolve large quantitiea of gae, and reeietod erroaion, 
allowing the oharge to he held nolten for lengthy period#
(IS JU eina.) to enaure hoaogeniaation of the — It after 
alloying. The mix ooneiatod ef a airooni—  eilioate (an 
— tre— ly etable e— pound) with aa— ni—  phosphate added aa 
a bond. There wag little poeeibility ef ailioon piok-up 
fV—  the airooni—  eilioate, ho— r, the ae— ni—  phosphate 
bond, even after firing under vécu— , was only partly 
volatilised, and the easta — do in the—  oruoibles were 
eontaei— ted with phosphor—  by —  — oh as It was
hoped to redu—  the a— unt of phosphorus piek-up fr—  the—  
er%#eibles by — king — veral easts in the at—  cruoible and, 
by a— lysing successive casts for phosphor— , establish 
whether the increa—  in phosphor—  — nt— t could be grad— lly 
redu— d, and eventually eliei— ted, due to the s— vetqiing 
— ti—  of the pro— ding casts. This progrès—  was unsuo— • 
ful sin—  it was inpo— ible to obtain t—  — ne— utive oasts 
free tho sa—  or— ible d—  to cracking. hxperi— nts with
high tesperature sintered air— n oruoibles with —  bond ware 
unrewarding, their — ohanieal preperti—  being inferior to the 
bonded type. The spelling resistan—  was — oh lower than for 
ra— sd or— ibl— , resulting in failure by cracking. lir— nia 
or— ibl—  — ntained in larger rasa— t airmail cr— ibles finally 
proved — tisf— tory. thilst the—  diffioulti—  were being
re— Ived, — veral easts were — do by — urtegy of Via»V—  Ltd. 
in their plant at Wishaw. The oasts were — de in a 24"
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vaott—  furnam uaimg airoonia oruoiblaa.
Initially alaetrolytio iron waa uood aa the haae 
material until it eaa diaoovered that the metalloid montent 
traa higher than the preliminary analyaia had indicated.
Iligli purity oeediah iron, kindly supplied by h.I.S.K.A., 
having the analysis sho%m in Table IV was finally used.
The oxygen content of the iron was extremely high 
necessitating deoxidation with speotrosoopieally pure earlSon 
due to the hasards involved in the use of hydrogen as a 
deoxidant. The quantity of carbon added was slightly in 
— as of the steichiometrie amount, to ensure oomplcte removal 
of oxygen. It was thought that the esoess carbon could be 
removed from the spaeimons, later, by treatment with hydrogen. 
The deoxidation reaetion may be written £ CO (gas)
g m
ac so in i
This equilibrium constant is given by log K « JfiiUL 1*643
T
At 1600^ C, K - S*S5 X 10*. 
binoe pCO » pressure in the vacu—  system 1»3 x 10*^  
at— spheres, the — lubility prodoot aC. aO ^  2*3 x IC*^ . The 
residual ear bon content in the oasts is iqwroxi— tely 0*012,
—  that the residual oxygen content in the metal ahouid be 
approxi— tely 10**^2, a negligible value.
The general procedure adapted in producing the alloys 
W M  to place the carbon in the crucible first and tlien plam the
m w r j r .  Âjuj,rses sifsmsa ixm
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Iroa obarga on top. Do# to tho high oxygon oontoot* the 
€Murtion*oxygen remotion wm# extroMly vigorouo, the efferveeoefice 
on molting being rnuoh that moat of the ehaige waa thrown either 
eut of the oruoible or up onto the eldea «hore the iron bridged 
and would laet melt. It wan therefbre noeeeaarjr to melt elowljr 
and to intrednoe an atmoephero of argon at 50 ome. preeeure 
into the melting chamber. Toward# the end of the boll# the 
preeeure wee elowly rodeoed until eventually it wae leea than 
0*S>a« Only when the metal wae quieeeent wae the vanadium 
a<kled. A further emalJL releaee of gae ueually followed.
The average eharge wae approximately 950 gme. of iron. Six 
alloy# with vanadium contente in the range 0«*liv were caet.
The aoalyeee ef the varioue oaete are ehown in Table V.
3. Working of Alleye.
The eaet bare were machined until a emooth ettrfaoe 
free from blemiahee wae obtained. Keduotion by oeld rolling 
followed# in etagee of 0*01* per paee# until the final diameter 
of 0#5" wae obtained# Before drawing# W»e bare were vacuum 
annealed for 1 hour at TOO^ C. The meehanioal and thermal 
hietery of the bare during drawing wae ae follow#.
Drawn ffom 0#5" ^ 0«16S*. Vacuum annealed at 700^ C for 1 hour 
after every 45% reduction of area.
Drawn from 0*0168* ** 0*047* • Vacuum annealed at 7oo^ C for 
1 hour after every 15% reduction of area.
Drawn fyom 0*047* 0.031*. No intermediate anneal. Reduction
of area wae 57%
Co9t #0. Copboit Sfiloan sulphur f^aptoru# romffyn
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t^ igtnaiXy OOP 0*005 0*00# OOOl 0*0005
iO 0*010 0*050 0*0X5 O'oof f0.009^
19 0*010 0*000 o*aiJ 0*000 0*J07
SO 0*0f0 0*009 0*010 0*009 0*909
01 thOli 0*009 0*019 0*005 0*000
0*0Df 0*009 0*019 0*005 0*000
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The Rolling Mill
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4# Grain Siae mod Grain Orlontation of Alloy#.
It will b# rooalled that the internal friction ia 
dependent both on the orientation and grain eiae. Conaiatent 
reault# were obtained by having a mean grain diameter equal 
to approximately one-tenth the diameter of the wire and 
random orientation. Since both theee oonditiene were reported 
te be eatiefiod by reoryetallieing the wire# at 900^ C • 9S0^ C# 
thie treatment wae adopted in the preeent work.
Speoimen wire# from each oaet were eoaled in 
evaeuated eilioa tube# and eoaked at 920^C for 10 minute# 
then normalieed. Longitudinal eootione of wiree were etched 
in 3% nital amd evemined through a Viokere-frojeetion 
mieroeeope at xgoo. The viewing ecreen had an area of 
11*25 eq.ine. Approximately eight grain count# were perfbrmed 
on each wire and the arithmetic «mmui taken# fraction# of a 
grain being oountod ae unity. The mean grain diameter# were 
found to lie in the range 9*00519" - 0*00478”# compared to 
the diameter of the wire# 0*031."
The orientation of the epeoimene wae checked ueing 
a flat-film camera ef the Latte type. The oonditiene ueed 
were 30 minute expoeuree at 40 Kv# 30 ma# ueing a oobalt 
target. Tranemieeioa photograph# were taken both with the 
wire epecimen etationery and rotating. In both caeoe# the 
diffraction ring# were of oonetant inteneity# althouidi rather 
epotty due to the influence of the gfain eiee Ho
evidence of preferred orientation wae found.
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S# UMt TrMtMiit Furnaoee.
(i) Horiaontal PumacNis.
Two boriaontal furnaoas ware aonatruoted for tho 
purpoao of treating the %riroa with hydrogen and annealing 
them in vaouum. The ailioa fUmaoe tube# I S" diameter %
36" long# wae wound with niehrome wire# 0*028" diameter# eo 
that the temperature gradient along a 12" length in the centre 
of the furnace wae not greater than 1 S^ C from the act 
temperature. A control couple wae cemented onto the eurface 
of the tube# at the add-point of the hot none. The furnace 
reaietance wae approximately SO ehme. By mean# of aabeetoe 
wool packing the furnace tube wae held centrally in a 
"sindanyo" (type of aabeetoe) eaeing 12" diameter x 24" long.
The two fUrnaooe were connected to a eomaon poupiim 
eyetem coneieting of an oil diffueion pump (rated at 25 litre#/ 
eeo) backed by a eimgle-etage# ga#-balla#t# rotary pump (rated 
at 28 litree/min.}. Valve# were #0 arranged that the fümace# 
could be evacuated either together or eingly# and the oil 
diffueion pump could be ieelated both when admitting air inte 
the ayetem and at oomnemcement ef evacuation. Preeeure 
meaeurement of the ay etem wae effected by a dieeharge tube 
which blacked out at 10*^m.m.Hg. khan the pugping eyetem 
wae not required# gae could be paeeed through the furnace#.
The water eupply to the diffueion peep woe checked by a 
"Plewtrol" unit to guard agaimet failure of the water eupply.
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The temperature in oaoh fkrnaoe wee controlled by 
a Kelvin-Wugbee proportional controller to within - l^ C of 
the eet tceqierature. Baoh eontroller had a broken 
thereooouple eyetem which automatically ewitohed off the 
power in euoh an eventuality# Since the current load wae 
too large te be safely handled by the instrument# a mercury 
switch wae incorporated into the circuitry. % o  fktrnacee 
were capable ef a maximum temperature of fSO^ C. Careful 
calibration of the eet temperature on the iratrument panel 
against the temperature in the middle of the fUmaee# ae 
indicated 1^ a ehremel«»alttmel thermooouple amd potentiometer# 
wae made fbr each Cürnaoo.
(ii) Vertical fumacee.
A photograph and line diagram of thie apparatus 
(Figure 2) is shown* Two vertical fUrnaoee# with facilities 
for quenching# were built for nitriding the epeoimene. Theee 
furnaeee# apart from being 12* longer# were identical in 
oonetruction# temperature control and pumping eyetem ae the 
horimontai fUrnacee. Xn order to facilitate quenching# the 
itpooimec carrier# within the fUrnace# wae euepemded by a fine 
wire oonnocted to two eloctrodee in the top flange which 
sealed the fUmace tube. implication of a voltage acroee 
the electrodes ceueod the wire to melt and the epecimen carrier 
fell inte a quonebii« bath which fbrmed an extension of the 
furnace tube.
VtXTlCAL HEAT TREATMENT FURNACES.
KLT 10 FIGUkt 2. VU TIC.\L HEAT T I E a T M B H I  FUKRACES
a - Venturi metera.
b - atepcocka.
c - Vacuum fXaak.
d — ^ l l d  ^^2
e • ulaea tube oontairtinff aboorbect. 
f - saturate:,
a - Aabeatoa wool packiiig.
h - "aiodanyo' oa»e.
1 - Control thermooouple.
j - Vacuum valve#,
k - tleetrode#.
1 - Fine nichrome wire.
■ - c^pecimoft holder,
n - 0-ring seal#,
o - ijueoohing medium,
p - iieeountablc quenching tank,
q - A)ieeharge tube,
r - Vacuum aeal.
a - Oil Diffueion pump,
t - Kotary backing pump,
u - Demountable flange#.
V - Gae mimera.
!I
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Gm  lio## fi»r «Mania mod argon nara
fittad to th# fùrnaoaaa Iba gaa aymtm» waa flanibla in 
that any aonhination of gaaaa# aitbar dry or aaturatad with 
liquid, oould ha uaed# Daaoription of tha gaa ayatM ia 
boat aahiavad by conaidaring a flow diagram# (Figura C)#
I ha variaua parta of tha purl float ion and mataring 
ayotam ara daaoribad baioa.
PLOXO# Tbia ia a patant platiniaad oatalyat to raaova 
oxygon from bydrogen by tha roMtion#
Wj ♦ ► atijO
PL&âlCATOK (1) Xhia eontaiaad magnaaium parahlorata#
PLSôZCAIOh (g) Thia oontainad a aaolite (alumino-ailiaata)
nolaaular aiara Mtarial ahioh ia a vary affaotiva dahydrant
and abaorbant for bydrooarboma #
VtkTmil NbTfihb# Calibration of the hydrogon Vanturi uaa 
aohiavad by uaing a rotating drum gaa motor. Tha ammonia 
Mtar aaa oalibratad by abaorbing tha ammonia, for a aamaurad 
pariod of tiM, in atandard bydroohloric aoid and baohtitratiigt 
tha axoaaa aoid aith atandard aodium oarbonata, ttaing Mthyl 
oranga aa indioator# Calibration grapha, ralating tha rata 
of flow to tha praaaure diffaranoo aoroaa tha Vanturi, %*ara 
obtainad fbr hydrogon and ammonia.
hAiWKATWi. Thia oontainod aithor diatillad watar fbr wat 
hydrogon traatMot or toluana fbr oarburiaatian axpariMnta# 
COLD TRAP. Thia oanaiatad of a tiibo, fillad with aitbar a
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ArMl
OEOXO
COLD TKAF
YEDTPRl METER
DcaeiCATOfc (a)
DBSSICATOR (1)
pigure c. OAH 3TSTBN POD VEKtlCAL POkKACCS.
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or aotivoted Wwrooal, inside # Dover flask peeked 
ifith oruahed Co^ «
kEâdJcVOXk* Ike purpose of tkls was to deep any pressure 
flustuatloBs is the aessnia line, thereby ensuring a constant 
ammonia petontial is tlie gas Mixture»
MUEk (1) This was a flask eontaining two inlets, one far 
ammonia and the otiier for hydrogen. binee tlie percentage 
of hydrogen in the gas mixture tfsa much higher tlian that of 
ammonia, it was necessary to draw the aesonia inlet tube 
down to a fine moamle. This ensured that the ammonia had a 
high emit velocity and %#as unaffected by the relatively hi^i 
hydrogen beok-prossure.
KlX£i (2>. This was a tube containing glass beads to cause 
intimate mixing of the gases.
The exit gases, from the fhrjnaoe, were passed 
through a cracker furnace at ôoo^C to guard against free 
ammonia polluting the atmosgAcre.
6. Torsional Pendulum.
^  WThe pendulum was similar to that desoribed by Ke , 
figure 3. Essentially, the wire apeciiasn, 11" lo^ x 0*031" 
diameter, was held at one end in a steel pin-vice attached to 
a rigid steel frame. Clamped to its lower end was an inertia 
bar, 8" long, with a email moveable surface mirror at the ceotre 
Small weights fitted ento the bar and could be adjusted to any 
position along its length. This enabled the frequency to be
iTORSIONAL PENDULDN
KET TO PZQORE 3 . TORSZONAL PfiKWLUN
, -j.L ■
a - Fmn motor
b - Wooden cabinet.
' c • Gear wheel#
d • upper eteel vice.
0 - Thermomet e: .
f «• Mire epeoimer •
j g - tet#er ateel rice,
h •> Kii rcr •
1 - dprlnga.
j • Adjustable weights.
K — Oil.
f 1 * Levelling screws,
m - Glass diali.
n - tlsctromagi^t stands.
J o • Inertia bar.
p - Lleotromiignsts.
' €* ^ Kelay.
r * Bimetallic tliermostat.
I s • Wire h e a t i n g  c o i l s .
I t • Kotational oontiol.
 ^ u - Steel frame,
j V • Vertical adjustor.
w - Fan.
 ^ X «• Plane focusaiiàg lens.
X  •  Lens %#ith focal length o f  3 metres.
I T - Rotating recording drum,
y • Stand.
Z - Synchronous motor.
8 - Projector lamp.
S 3
f--
g  ,
h----
r.y.vM :
}-
•m■k
3 metres
Fig. 3
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wrlad from mppromimtmly 0*7 C/& to 2*5 C/8. The tip of 
the uppigbt of the inertie ber dipped into en oii«-deehpot 
ehioh deeped out non toreionel vibretione. The wire we# eet 
ill toreionel vibretion by emergiein# e peir of etretegieelly 
pieced eieotrooegnete. Xn order to feeiiitete repid elign— nt 
of tho optioel eyetem# feoilitiee were provided for reieing# 
lowering end roteting the wire in edditioo to whioh the mirror 
oould be ewirelled eboot e horieontel emie. The poeitione ef 
the electromegnete were mede vem^ehle to eoeemmodete thie 
edjoetmont.
four heeting eoile eurrouadiag the epooimen provided 
meene of verying the teepereture# fower to the coil wee 
eupplied from e Veriee trenefermer* Znoorporeted into the 
oirouitry wee e reley operetod by e bimetellio thermoetet# eo 
thet it wee poeeible to very the teepereture from eehient to 
epproximetely 4S C^« Teepereture# lower then eehient oould 
be obteined by cooling with eolid CO^ # The teepereture wee 
controlled to - 0«|^C with e mewiwite gredient elong the length 
of the epeeâmen ef - f  C. The whole eyetem wee enoloeed by e 
woedee oebinet# 40" high m 20" deep # It" wide# hewing e glee# 
doer. Set into the roof of the oebinet wee e emell fen whieh 
eided oonveetion. Cere bed to be eneroieed in netting the 
fen epeed# ee too feet e epeod eeneed emeoeeive eir ourrente 
giving riee to leterel movement of the wiree#
A elit of light from e leep (12v, 24w)# epproximetely 
three metre# dietent# wee projected onto the mirror on the
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inertie ber. The reflected inege penned through e ooneeve 
lenn# e feu inchee in front of tlie pendulum# which foeuaned 
the image onto e plane focuaeing lane which# in turn# condemned 
the nlit into e npot on the aurfece ef e recording drum. The 
recorder ooneinted of e breaa drum# 10" long m 6" dienetar# 
driven by e synohronoue motor et 0#5 r.p.m. A permanent trace 
wen obteined by wrepping a eheet of Ilford BJ^IP bromide paper 
ercumd the drum. All the expérimenta were performed in 
epecielly oonntmeted derk-roomn. Sample trecce obteined ere 
ehown in figure 4.
Per high temperature work# e eimiler# but erne Her# 
pendulum wee built# (5ee photograph)# The euepeneion 
mechamiem wee ecnetrueted into the top of e "Sindanyc" cylinder 
12" diameter x 15" high# Shorter 6" length epecimene were ueed 
in thie epperetme# the clamping# energieing# optical end 
recording eyeteme being ee deeoribed above# The lower half 
of the inner eurfeee of the ceeing wee wemd with 0#028" 
diameter niehrome wire# ite current being controlled by e variable 
trenefomer. Three thermomet ere were ineerted through ho lee 
drilled down the aide of the ceeing# oorreeponding to poeitione 
at the top# middle and bottom of the wire# eo that the bulbe 
were no more than 0#25" dietemt from the wire epeoiman eurfeee.
To eneure good cireuletion# and eo mimimiee temperature grediente 
along the length of the i^ eolmen# a email fan wee ineerted at 
the top of the container# la addition a miniature rotary
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DAMPIIO - 4 * 10"*, f - 1.2 c/«
DAMPING - 8 * 10"^ , f - 2.45 «/#
DAMPING - 6 * 10"*, f - 1.3 «*/•
Figure 4. Sample trace# obtained uaing the internal friction 
apparatus.
Jn • ;
THB HIGH TEMPERATURE TORSIONAL PER00LON
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blower mppliod eir et mWbieet teepereture into the top of the 
epperetoe# Ageie oere wee needed im edjweting œmditioee to 
prevent dieturbeoee of the pendolm# The teepereture wee 
controlled nenuelly end eeuld be neieteined within Z 0#fc 
of eny deeired teepereture# The weeiwun gredient elong the 
length of the epecinen wee leee then Z 1°C#
The eheer etrein en the eurfeee of the wire whilet 
being tented in either peodnlun wee not greater then S e 10*^ # 
Ceneervetively eetlnnting the yield point of iron ee 10#000 Ibe/ 
inn## the etreee on the wire due to the weight of the inertie 
her wee leee then t% ef the yield etreee# Theee oonditione 
elweye eneured thet the denping wee enplitude independent# 
thie being verified by e plot of the logerithn of the 
eeplitude of vibration egeinet the ordinal nuOber of vibration#
A typioel plot in ehown# figure 5#
The eagilitudee of vibration on the photographie treoee 
were neeeured by ruler te within Z ^ #05 one# Before eelouletii^ 
Q*^ # eeoh neeeurenent wee correeted to account for the width 
ef the li^it npot# he amplitude greater then 12 one# or 
ana Her then 4 erne, wee neeeured end the mamieun eetinated error 
in wee leee then 1%# Clearly# it wee deeireble to meeeure 
enplitudee whieh were ee large ee poeeible# The amplitude 
ratio wee ueually ealculated on the beeie of ten cyelen# the 
firet few eyelee being dieearded wherever poeeible# to eliminate 
any influence of nonmtoreional motion or remanent magnetiem
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affeeting the damping# from each trace at Imaet four value# 
of were neeeured# the arithmetic mean of the reeulta being
lined# The frequency wee meaamred by obaerving tlie nimd>er of
eye lee occurring im one complete revolution of the recording 
drum# All tlie value# of quoted have i>een corrected for 
background damping# Thin wen meaeured on purified wire# prior 
to aitriding and wan generally of the order of 1x10*^ .
7# Purification Treatment#
Since it wan neeeenary# during the mamufaeturimg of 
the alloyn# to deoxidine tlie iron with carbon# the wire# liad 
a email renidual carbon content# An carbon itaelf given rine 
to internal friction it munt be removed from the wire npecimenn#
A convenient metliod# for carbon removal# in to treat tho wiree 
in a ntream of moint hydrogen for long period# at a temperature 
where diffueion of carbon readily occure# Under these cooditiona 
carbon in removed by two reaction#
C ♦ Oj— ^ CO) (1)
C V (2)
the reaction (1) being the more favourable#
Moint hydrogen (naturated im distilled water at 
ambient teeperature) wan panned ovw the wires at 700 C^ at a 
rate of 1 )^ c#c#/oim# (3«l ome./min# linear velocity) for long 
periods# Pure iroa wires showed a background damping of 
a^Mrwimately 5 x 10*^  after treatmentn lasting 20 hrs# It
wan not considered denireble to purify the vanadium alloy wires
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with wat hydro0M  aiiioe it wotild possibly imtermmlly oxidiM the 
vansdiu*. Dry hydrogen was uaed, the earbon being removed by 
reeetion (3}« Thin reaction in not very efficient and even 
after hour# tlio alloy wiree showed a backgromid damping
of the order of 1*3 % 10*^  ^:&owevar, the sample wires tested 
did not show any carbon peak* Since the bsekgrennd dampii^ 
varied from cast to oast# it woe assnmsd that tlie higher 
background damping was inherent in the alloy and not due to 
carbon* The wires were therefore eonaidered purified after 
a treatment of at least 60 hours*
CHAPTEB V. 
EXPERIMENTAL
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V ËXPBRZMEHTAL
1. f oXublIity Meamuremsnt#.
ThrouglicNit the présent work# ammornlm wes used in 
prefersnee to nitrogen ss the nit riding nedinn. It is known 
that the nitrogen/iron equilibrinc is unfavourable# due to the 
activation energy barrier of the surfaoe reacticm and# at 
tcsqxmratwree below 600^0# this roaetion is extrensly slow#
A nore rapid nethod of nitriding is to use amnonia %diioh 
deeonposes on the iron surface to produce highly active nascent 
nitrogen.
A series of expwinsnts# using pure iron wires# was 
undertaken to determine a suitable NU3 • gas mixture in which 
to nitride the snpples# The ammonia potential desired would 
Just supersaturate the wires at 590 C^# if suffieiont time for 
equilibrium to be established was alXowod# Using the diffusion 
eoeffieient for nitrogen in <<»iron dotermined by Wert^^f it was 
ealoulated that the samples would bo homogeneous after 6 hours 
nitridisg# The work of Lehrer®^tmggoeted that 10% BUjmIIj 
mixtures should be in oquilibriun with saturated -iron at 
590 C^# Using data obtained by Past and Verrijfa frequeney 
was ealoulatod whi^ caused the nitrogen peak to occur at a 
temperature a few dogrocs above ambient#
A number of wires were nitridod at 59U^ C in 10% 
odxturoe for times verying from 4 to U  hours# The 
gas flow of IgU o#e#/min#(4#B cos./min.. linear velocity)
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ensured that narked deeonpositioo of the aanonie did not oeour# 
After queoehing into oil at 4 C^# the damping wee measured at 
23^C using a frequeney of 1.34 C/e* the results obtained for 
treatments lengop than 6 hours lay withir the range Q^^mss * 
3.72 % 10*^  to 4.24 % 10*^ # These values eorrespoodod to 
nitrogen contents very much toner than the solubility of 
nitrogen in<^ «»lron at 590^0. It was eonsidered that three 
factors could acoount for the tow résulta.
1. The Ammonia potential was too low and saturation was
not attained. In this ease# a higher Ammonia potential 
should produoc higher damping values.
2. The wires had been ovemitrided although no definite
nitride ease was observed mteroseopioally. A nitride ease
%#ould give tow results since# although» the nitride itself does
not cause damping# it has the effect of reducing the volume
in whi^ energy can be dissipated within the wire# but does
not produce a corresponding decrease in the energy required
to csuee torsional vitoation. Thus the value of
» fwrgy dissipated within the wire 
Energy imparted to the wire.
will decrease.
3. Since a highly supersaturated solmtien of nitrogen 
is unstable# precipitation might have occurred before and 
during damping measuremsnts. , However# the results obtained 
were approximately half the expected value# and as only 10*ls 
minutes elapsed before the damping was measured# it was
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eottsidered that pracipitation a lorn# could not acoount for 
Buoh a larg^ diaorcpauoy#
To teat the poeeibility that the ammooia potential 
was too low# new wire# were treated under the aane condition# 
a# above in 20% WiyM2 Blxturee. For a given tin# of 
treatment the danping waa lower for a wire treated in 10% 
than for one treated in 10% After 6 hour#
treatment# the damping waa 1.01 m 10^^ which decreaaed to 
S.11 m 10"*^ after 14 heure treatment. Micro examination 
revealed a thiek nitride came. It wee therefore ccnoluded 
that toth 10% and 10% Wj gee nixturee produced nitrogen 
potential# which wore too high eeueing the wire# to be 
ovemitrided. This Indioatee that the value# of ammonia
percentage auggeated by Lahrer ^ ire high for a given
(4dtemperature. Thia ia confirmed by Buaby who noted nitride 
formation ia aamplea nitrided at ammonia potential# recommended 
by Lahrer.
Hew wire# were nitrided in 3# 5.5# 8# 10% Wj for 
10# 16# 11# 18 hour# total time. Initially the damping 
inoreaaed with increasing ammonia potential up to a maximum 
at 1% HÜ3# thereafter falling rapidly at the higher potentials. 
It appears that emmcinl ■ hydrogen mixtures containing 8% HU3 
provide a potential which will saturate the mpmmitmam at 590^C
without causing excessive nitride formation.
It was desirable at the outset to know the oapsbiliti 
of the apparatus and in order to determine this# and the
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mecurecy of the technique eepleyed ia neeeuring the danping# 
it waa decided to perfora a few solubility measurements. 
Xhe«>^ /oC'^  y ^ phase boundary was investigated since this has(Mbeen accurately determined by Kawliaga and Tambini # and#
Peat and VerriJ p
The method employed waa similar to that used by 
Past and Verrijp in that precipitation was allowed to occur 
from a supersaturated solution. Pour wires were nitrided 
in 8% W 3«il2 mixtures at 590 C^ for 8 hours and quenohed inte 
water. The practice of quenching into oil %#as abandoned since# 
to ensure aocurate results# it was of vital importanoe that no 
precipitation occurred during quenching or measurement of the 
damping. hater provided a much more effective quenoh than oil. 
The water was cooled to 4^C before quenching and the damping 
was measured at 21^ C using a frequency of 0.92 C/F. Two wires 
were used to determine the nitrogen solubility at 350 C^# 400^0 
and 450^ and the other two wires were used at SOO^ C. At each 
temperature# the specimens were held in a still atmosphere of 
cracked ammnmia for periods of o.g hours to 3 Hours. la 
calculating the results use was made of the proportionality 
factor obtained by Past and Vcrijp. In Pigure 6 in addition 
to the results obtained in this investigation also shown are 
those of Rawlings and TaiÉbini ^ ^# and# Past and Verrijp .
Good agrcemsnt %#as obtained between the present results and 
these of other investigations. It could therefore be assumed 
that the experimental technique was accurate.
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Atteepte m n  than mrnûrn to doteniM tho of foot of 
vmoadiom (o.iS^V) on tho oolubility of nitrogen in oc -iron.
The method eeployed «me eiadler to that deeoribed above. Cam 
«ma taken to enaure that preeipitation «ma oonplete at eacdi 
tenperotum and aolnbilitiea «mm noaaumd at progreaaively 
loeer tonpem tuma ao that at no atage in the eaperinenta eaa 
m-aolntion of precipitate required. The danping ocrraapondiim 
to each tcegmrotnm eaa naaaurod at 81^ 0 eithim 10*1% nifaitea 
after qnenAlng tiaing a frequency of O.p C/S.
figure 7 aboea the aol«d>ility valuea obtained conpared 
to the aolubiUty of nitrogen in pure iron. The roaulta 
indicated that vanadium apparently lo«mred the aolability of 
nitrogen in iron. In an attempt to confim thia# the 
eacpcrinant «ma repeated uaing aeveral different nitriding 
tmatrnanta via# 8 h m  in pure 8 and 8 tira. in 6% W 3.
Theae maolta a m  alao included in Figum 7 and it ia ebvioua 
that certain treat manta gave aolnbilitiea vmy eloae to theae 
obtained for pnm iron. Theae reaulta a m  diaeuaaed fully 
later but in vieu of the data obtained it «ma eonaidered that 
further enperimanta mould net be fruitful.
3. The Aetivaticm Fnergy for the bifftiaion of Vitrogen in o( «Iron.
The activation energy of a proceaa ia an important 
function an# in addition to allouing calculation of other data# 
it earn be need to diatingulah different prooeaaea. To deteraine 
411# duplicate uima of pum iron# 0.1%7*V and o.ôçiV, «mm loaded
FIG7. SOLUBILITY OF Ü  IN Fe^O I57 %V.
-12
O 2 HRS. 100% NH
zoo
S C O 4 50 400 350 300
151-3II 12 14 16 1*7
1000 Or T ^
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with oitrofiM mt ( 1 hoarm im %% «dLmtwpe#)#
Qmnohinc %### folloMd by # M«M>XigtiM treatnwit at 300 C^ 
to 400 C^ for O9S hour# to 3.5 hour#. After quanohiis^  imbo 
water at the dampiag waa maaaurod over a range of 
taeperature of approximately 10 c° freqnaaoioa of 0.91 C/s 
to 2.34 C/s. Baoh aet of wire# waa teatod at two froqoenoloa# 
one wire boinc u##d at oaeh frequanoy. Pigurea 8 and 9 ahow 
the reaulta ebtaimed for pure iron and 0.13?% V reapeetlroly, 
and the releramt data ia anamariaed in Table VI. The eurrea 
ahown are the beat fit eurrea ealoulated by equation (8) using 
computer faeilitiaa. Unreliable reaulta were obtained for 
the 0.69% V alloy; it aged approeiably ia the time required 
for the determination of the peak (45»#u ninutaa). The lovela 
of confidenoe were ealoulated fbr each aet of reaulta. Ttio 
off eat of a change in ^  on the ahape of the theoretical damping 
curve ia ahown in Figure 10# in which curvea d and H of Pigurea 
8 and 9# (^ U — 21#000 oala/mole and 16#oeo cala/mole reapoctively }# 
are ahown in relation to a theoretical curve of AH » 18#500 cala/ 
mole# (the value reported by Peat and Verrijp )# through the 
aama eaperimental pointa. Thia indicate# that a email change 
in ahape cauaea an appreciAle change in
Per ealeulatiom of jJl# by the alternative peak idiift 
method# the curve# with the greateat difference in peak 
temperature were uaad to obtain the moat reliable the 
experimantal error here ia eetimated to be lean than 10%.
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3* Yh# Abnonuil Peak in the Pe-V-M Gyeten.
Im the felXowlmg imveetigmtione vomadium alloy wire 
apeoimena, 6” laog, were need im the apeoiaXIy oematrueted 
high«tfmiperattire pendu 1mm • Difficulty waa oxporienaed im 
adjmating cooditioma ao that the temperature could be varied 
quickly and a minimum temperature gradient maintained» Many 
expérimenta were umeuoceaeful due to convection ourrenta 
cauaing the pendulum to vibrate non*toraiooally» Yhia movemeat 
waa ao alight that it could not be obaerved by the naked eye#
Ita diacovery only came after the emperimont waa eompleted and 
all the tmoea had been developed# however# if great caution 
waa emerciaed it waa poaaible to obtain eatiafactory tracea# 
Initial expérimenta revealed that the background did
not alter aignificaatly im the range SO^ C to lOO^ C#
Preliminary expérimenta revealed that no abnormal 
peak waa prochiced wlien the vanadium alloya were nitrided at 
590^C and quenched# Yhia waa im agreement with the reaulta
(9)of Paat who found that the abnormal peak waa evident only im 
wirre which had been quenched from a temperature im the region 
of 9S0®C,
Eubaequently wirea of varying alloy comtemt were 
loaded with nitrogen at 590^C (8 houra in t% HH3-II2 mixture) 
and quenched# They were them aealed in thin ailica tubea 
and eolutiom treated at approximately 950 C^ for 1«*2 houre#
After quenching the damping waa mcaaurcd from IS^ C to UO^C#
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The reeulte ere ehom im Figmree 11 to 13 orné the relevmmt 
date an— inrieed im Thhle VII#
high temperature peak# were ohtaimed in acme of 
theae expérimenta# however# one aurpriaimg feature waa 
immediately evident from the reaulta# The low temperature 
peate in aome oaaea occurred at amah higher temperatnrea than 
expected from previoua expérimenta at aimilar frequenoiea#
Thia auggeated that more than one relaxation meehaniam waa 
operative and that the experimental curve waa the aun of twe 
or more relaxation peaka# hhile thia peak ahift might be 
attributed te V«JI imtweetion# no much effect has beam reported 
by previoua inveatigstora#^^^ In view of reaulta 11b and
lie# which gave low temperature peaks at approximately 36 C^# 
cleae to the normal oarhom peak# it waa eonaidered that a much 
more likely explanation waa that the wirea eontaimed reaidual 
carbon in aolid aolutiom# From the poaitien of the peak 
maximum it appeared that wirea llfi and IIC contained practically 
no nitriHien whüat wire llA contained little carbon# The 
remaining wirea ahowed peaks at tamperaturea between those of 
nitrogen and carbon and gave lower computed valuea# reflecting 
broadening of the peak# being the computer (Programma 3)# it 
waa shown that theae broadened ourvea could be explained 
accurately aa the sum of two pecks# a nitrogen peak occurring 
at 22 C^ and having a AU » 18#0bC calm/mole and a carbon peak 
having a peak temperature of i^C and an activation energy 
of AU m 80#500 cala/mole
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1% « M  non elmr that Mrt>on « m  aserting mm influmnom 
on tho TCOuItm mod further mttenpt# wore node to elininmto 
reelduml omrbon# hew %tlree were treated mt 700^C for 50 houre 
in purified dry hydrogen and alao at 6oo^Cg at uhioh temperature 
the methane reaction ia more efficient, for 60 heure# Xt waa 
found that ne carbon peak could be diaoemed after quenching 
frM 9S0*C.
At thia juncture* it %ma eonaidered important to 
determine whether oarbom# preaent alone in an iron • vanadiun 
alley* eculd give riae to an abnormal peak aimilar to that 
obtained with nitrogen# The literature off era only one
CÜJinveatigation concerned with carbon in iron«»vanadiutt alloye 
and no abnormal peak waa reported#
Initially the wirea were earburiaed at 720^C im ao 
atmoaphere of hydrogen aaturated with toluene# The rate of 
carbon pick«up appeared to be alow and therefore the temperature 
of carburiaing %#aa raiaod to SOO^ C# Abnormal pea Ira were 
produced on cpseoehimg aa aho%m by reaulta 14b and 14b# However* 
when theae wirea were aealed in ailica tubea and homogeoiaed at 
950^C for 18 houra both the normal and abnormal peaka 
diaappeamd# Theae reaulta are idiown in figure 14 and the 
relevant data anamariaed in Table V21X#
Subaequcmt to theae eaperi nant a further work waa 
carried out uaing wirea which had been given the prolc»nged 
decarburiaation troatnemt deeoribed above# freviooaly* the
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mtfftmptm to prodooe m high teepersturo mitfogom pMk hod 
imvolvmd nitriding the naeqplee at S90^C end then eoafcing 
above 900^  to obtain deeonpoeition of vonadlun nitride#
In an attempt te avoid thie re-nolntion, a nee aeriea of 
nitriding esperlnante nere perfomad neing U  B 3 and t% KII3 
niatnree# at tetparetnrae in the range BSO^SO^C^ for 
enffieiently leng tinae to produee a honegeneona wire. After 
qnenehing the danping eaa neaenred in the range IS^ to UO^C# 
Theee reenlte are ahaen in fignraa IS te BO and the relevant 
data annnarieed in table K#
Reeolntien of theae peaha by Progranne $ indioatee 
that traee anonnte of earbon atill aniet in eolation# sinoe 
the nitrogen cent ante in thie eeriee of enperinanta are Ion# 
theee traoea of earbon etill produce ooneidereble broadening# 
an indieatad by tiie very Ion ^  valneo eenpnted for the 
enperinontal enrvea# Afanoraal paoka nore only obtained in 
thoee nirae quenched from the ZT -range# even eo the peak heighte 
%#ere emtranaly mail# Beaauea of theee anall abnorael peake# 
it nan felt that little reliance could be placed upon their 
activation energy valnee. It nan thwofore decided to revert 
te the previoua nethod ef nitriding at Ion temperature and 
aoakiag at high température to daoonpoee the vanadiun nitride 
and ao proiSuoe an abnomal peak# The time taken to determine 
a eompocite curve from Ijfc to llO^ C naa appronimotely fb-go 
minutée# and ainoe it naa poaaible that conaiderable ageing of
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the high t— piiFBt.uy peak ecMild ooeitr bafore ■eeeureeent, it 
%### advmmtmgeoum to dotarmina ooly tba high t— para tara paak# 
thia roduoad tka tiaa raquirad to apprwiaataly 30 ainutaa*
To anaura that aqoilibriam doaonpoeitioa of vanadiuo aitrida 
ooourrad# anoh loagar aaakiog timoa tboa praviouaiy uaad 
vara alloaad»
kiraa «ara oitridad im t>% dUj«d) miaturaa at S*O^ C 
for 8 hoara aad qaaoabad# Thay «ara than aaalad i# ailioa 
tnbea aod ra##oiotioaad at ÇgO^C for op to 16 hoora bafora 
qoaaohlne into «atar (4^ C) and atoring in liquid nitrogan# 
kiraa of aaali vonadion contant «ara iiaad, although no abnormal 
paak «aa obtaiaad in tha aaaa of «iraa containing 0#13T% V. 
Saparate «nqmrinaata aho«ad that an abnormal paak could not 
bo produaad in pura irooMiitrogan allcqra irroapaativa of tha 
troatamnt giran# Thaaa raaulta ara aho«a in Piguraa 81 and 
88 and aummariaad in Tabla X#
Tha abnormal paak haighta «ara ganarally higher tham 
obtained pravioualy# Tha paak tamparatura hoaavar «aa not 
aooatant at eonatamt fraquanay# aoggaating that thara «aa more 
than one proaaaa operating aod that tha pack «aa broadaoad#
Thaaa raaulta ara diaaueaad fully later#
4# Ageing in Pa»V«ll Alloya#
Ageing aaparimanta «ara parfomad om both tl&a normal 
and abnormal paaka# Tha «iraa# pravioualy loodad «ith nitrogan# 
«ara qfuaooliad from S90^C or and aged at 30^C for the
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Tjuue Ji, AâÊHnmu, ptMB u  tiam . rumatw . utmo-g allots.
CPoph ff rfn#MfSêoM
Hrs
Com##».tno , rwv. 4
f Âbmmal f#ok OûoooMêd Hëêmltê
mam f paak ®C A8
tii f^ 4IS 24 950 (sn 0*02 66*6 90,300
SMÀ (h4IM U 940 M^ 0 0*0065 90*5 60,000
MU IhCM 24 060 o^n 6*0066 65 29,600
Mie (hMM 24 050 0.19 Omf^OO 69*6 69,600
MIC 24 050 9*0 0*006 95 64,000
MMA CH4I5 24 065 0*0065 90*6 94,600
MMA (h4U 2 065 o^n 0*0665 64*6 64,000
MSM O^ MM 24 046 2*06 0*0026 92 44,000
MM3 (hU 2 065 o*n 0*0068 68*6 64,000
M»a (hMM 26 043 2^ 95 0*0055 89*5 69,600
MMC (hMM 2 066 o*n 0*0066 62*6 69,400
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BorMl peak and at appaomimately 03*C far tha abnomal paak. 
Tha damping aaa aaaanrad at interval# of 15 minuta# initially 
and aubaaquantly at longer intervale.
The general equation governing ageing» propoaed by(48jWert » ie of the form
 ^) • 1 • janp • ( (11)Co
where 4c(t ) ia the amount preeipimted at tine j&» ia the
original concentrât ion# aeoonda ia the time and T and jg
are cx>natanta. AClt) ia the f eetien of aolnte precipitated
Co
and in term# of damping naaaurenenta nay be repreeented by 
jt where W •  0 ^ = q ^ Q t = t
0 t - O ~  Ü % = oo
W • 1 • ^ np • ( 2
Ln • (rr)l-w ^
.Meg Ln • e log t « n log t (12)1-W
Thia ia the equation of a atraight line# In the graphe» the 
left hand aide of the equation ia deoignated f(W). Thua a plot 
of f (W) vn. log teeea. reaulta in a atraight line of gradient g.
A computer |»x>granmo 4 waa doaigned to calculate the 
beat fit of a atraight line to the experimental pointa and 
compute the value of #» the gradient of the line. for the 
ageing of the high temperature peak» the experimental reaulta
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could te deaerlted by m cingle etroigbt lime. Ageing of tlie 
nornel peak wae boat deeoribed by tuo atraight lioaa and the 
prograana «an altered aooordingly. Dapping value# at aero 
tin# «ara obtained fay extrapolating a plot of U*^nax va. tine 
to aero time. Thia involved aona uneertainty» however a 
range of o valnec» at reddling the value obtained by
extrapolation» were uaad in the oomputatioa and the value 
giving the oloneat fit reeordod. In the chert tom ageiiqs 
anperinaota (aboornal peak)» qT\ waa generally taken aa 
equal to the background dapping value. In the longer tern 
ageing experinanta (nomal peak) the laat denying nemeurenemt 
waa taken aa being equal to
The reaulta for the ageing of the abnomal peak are 
ahown in figum S3 and aunnariaed in Table II» Whilat thoaa 
obtained for the ageing of the nornal peak are ahown in Figurée 
14 and 85 and auoanriaed in Table# III and XIII. (In thia 
aeriea of experinanta a aiagle wire of each eenpoaition waa 
need tlirooghout).
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¥1 DI5CUFBI0M OF USÜUS
1# Solnbilitjr of XitroeM iaoc^iroa
The oolttbilitleo obtmiaed for aitrogoo ia oc«>iroa ia 
tho omriy port of this aorfc aro abowa grapbioally ia Figure 6# 
The reeolte may be empreaaed by the equation
log V m * 0^708 where K ieT
weight percent aitragea. Thia alao leada to a ^  value of 
6#8S0 eala/aole for the heat of aolutioa of aitrogea in^«»iroa» 
The actual value of the aolability ia of oourea dependent on 
the reliability of the value of the proportionality coaataat 
between damping aad percentage aitrogea# So attenpt haa been 
node to determine the value of thia f|Hctor ia the praaent 
invaatigation# uae waa made of the value obtained by other
iavoatigatora# The meat reliable dateraiaationa of thia
(25Jfactor have been thoae of Feat aad Verrijp # (1#16)« and 
Rawlinga and Taabini^ (1#38J# Since the preaant oaperiaantal 
ooaditiona were vary aiadlar to thoae of Feat aad Verrijf) # i e# 
the anna apecinan diaenaiona# grain aiae and frequanoiea were 
uaad# there waa juatifioation for employing their factor of 1#26# 
The preaant reaulta are aoen to lie between thoae of Rawlinga 
aad Tadbini# and# Feat and Verrijp# agreeing with the former at 
low temperaturea aad tending towarda the latter at high 
temperatnrea# yet the preaent veluaa are higher than thomm of 
Fact and Verrijp at all temperaturea# Thia ia probably due
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to the more efficient quemeh (meter et 4*c %### meed) end# 
poeeiblj# to the shorter time required to me#sure the damping 
after quenehimg# achieved im the present seriee of eeperlmanta# 
Vevertheleas# the reaulta obtained in thia investigation appear 
to be low at high temperaturea probably due to aeeidmntal 
preeipitatiom before or during nee sûrement# It ia oemaidered 
that the moat reliable values are atill those of Rawlinga 
and Taaèini#
Using similar eaperimemtal oonditioma the solubility 
of nitrogen in the proaenee of U#157* vanadium waa determined# 
The reaulta of these amperinamta are shown ia Figure 7# 
Initially# after mitriding the alley for 8 hours in t% SUj dg 
mixtures# the aolubilitiea obtained ware aubatamtially lower 
than the values for pure iron# Thia auggaated that vanadium 
deereaaed the aolWbility of mitregam in iron and# in order to 
verify thia ooneluaion# several other mitriding treatmanta 
ware used# At AOO^C and SOO^ C treatmanta of 8 hours in tS 
RII3 « Hg and a lioura im pure ammemia bath yielded solubility 
values which differed negligibly from the solubility of nitrogen 
in pure iron# This indicates that the reaulta obtained using 
8% M g  # Mg for 8 heure are low at all temperaturea# probably 
due to ovemitriding# Treatment in 6% Mg « Bg for 1 hours 
on the other hand ^ paara to have been insufficient to saturate 
the wire at 400%  and 500%# The reaulta at 300%  obtained 
for all treatnonta# except 8 hours in 8% Mg «» Bg# tend to be
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hl^ compared to the extrapolated^/ « 4» aolmbllity lime. 
%d%ile thia may be due to inaomplete preeipitatiom# a more 
likely expiaoatiom ia that aama Pegd preeipitate haa formed 
at thia low tamparatura. The fact that wirea oomtaioiag 
vanadium appear to haooma ovemitrided at lower ammonia 
petentiala tham pure irom ia im aoeord with the very faat uptake 
of nitrogen by thaaa wirea. The eomeluaiem to be drawn from 
theae mmpmpimntm ia that# under auitable mitriding eomditioaa# 
the alloy ahowa the aama aolubility for nitrogen aa a pura 
irem wire. Thia# however# ia not taken te indicate that 
vanadium in aolid aolution haa no effeet om nitragem aolubility. 
The interpretation plaeed upon the reaulta ia that the vanadium 
in aoliftiem haa been preeipitated almoat completely aa vanadium 
nitride with the reault that the alloy behavem aubatantially aa 
a pure iron wire# the meaaured aolubility being that of 
nitrogen in equilibrium with fetB and not VB. ' Thia
(71Jinterpretotiom ia in agraamamt with tharaodymamio data whieh 
givaa for in: -» y »
K . -  [%  l ] [ f  N •  l ]  •  m 10*^  # t  S*0®C,
Thua at temperaturea need in the aolubility experinanta# the 
aolubility of vanadium nitride ia negligibly email.
1. Aotivetien Energy for the Diffüaiom of Nitrogen in o(<»Xrom.
The activation energy waa computed uaing a programme# 
(Frogranma 1)# baaed on
- «N»h (8)^•1
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to obtoia the theoretical curve ehioh beet deeeribed the 
esperimantal pointa. Im order to obtain an initial aatinate 
cdT the likely range of tha paranatere ü^^naa aad T peak# a 
tentative oerve waa drawn through tha esperiaantal pointa 
by hand.
The valtaaa of aetivation energy obtained for the
difffüaien of nitrogen in pure iron# Table VI# are in reaoonable
■era an ant with publiatiad valuea. The naan value of 19# 800 oala/
nolo ia to be oonpared with 18#800 oala./aole^ ^^  and 18#600 oala./ (62j .nale # tha aoonraey uaually quoted being 1 to 8 k c l^.
It ia intereating te eoapare the valuea of activation
energy obtained by uaing equation (8) and thoae obtained by the
"peak abift" method uaing equatien (7)#
(7)
Aa nantioned earlier# the aoouraoy of the activation energy 
obtained by uaing thia equation d^ |>enda aolely on the accurate 
determination of the frequamoy aad peak temperature. The 
former acouraoy waa fairly eaaily attained in the preaant work 
ainoe the vibrationa were recorded photographically. However# 
in order to minimiae the error involved in determining the 
peak temperature# frequemaiea were choaen euoh that they eauaed 
the peaka to appear at temperaturea at leaat 10 c° apart.
Applying thia equation to the pure iron eaparl manta performed 
at the higheat and loweat frequenoica# and uaing the T peak
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value# given by the oonputer# the value of 18#000 oala./male 
ia obtained# whidh ia in eneelleat agra ament with publiahed 
valuea. From the paaitiem of pooka on the température amia 
at different froquenaioa# it ia alao poaaibla to calculate 
tho diffuaiom ooefficioot of nitrogen at the varioua peak 
temperaturea and henoe the diffhaion equation. Ginoe the 
activation enorgy and the poaition of the damping peck for a 
given frequoooy in the preaant work ia in good agreemarnt with 
reported valuea# it follcwa that the diffhaion ooeffieiemta 
caleuloble from the autlior*# reaulta are alao aiadlar to thoae 
quoted im aeetiom 4 of the literature aurvey.
The aotivatiom omwgiea obtained for the O^XSTt T 
alloy appeared to be algnifioaatly lower than for pure iron. 
Varioua reaaona might be auggeated to aooount for thia. From 
the above equation (8)# it ia aoen that for a given peak 
temperature and any other temperature t # corroaponding to a 
point 0**^  on the curve# dcoreaaea with dooreaaiag
Therefore# for any given proccaa# a peak which ia aharp and 
narrow will have a higher activation energy caaociated with 
it than a curve which ia flat and broad. Thua the lower 
activation energloa in the proaenee of vanadium indicate 
broadening of the peak and might auggeat more than one relanatiom 
proeeaa ia operative. It would be empectod# however# that thia 
would alao lead to a peak shift# compared to the pure irom 
nitrogen peak# Bo evidence of this waa obtained# and no auoh
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•ffevt hmm boon MpcNPtod in the sinon it i#
known thot vonodina inoroooeo the roto of poooipitation of 
nitro0oof it io oonoidoood thot ogoing oconmtl doriag 
nesonreeent, roonlting in dintortion of tho peak ahapo# Xhno 
tho noro aoouratoXy tho internal frietion cnrvo in moaanred# 
the longer vill he the tine required# in all prohahilitjr the 
overall curve eill be nor# inaecurate and low 4^ velnee will 
be obtained. It appeare# therefore# that the beet reeulte 
rtuottld be obtained by weeeuring a few pointe on either aide 
of the peak an quickly no poaaible and thin tedmique wan 
adopted in aubeegyent experiannta.
Applying the "peak ahift" tedmique to the alloy 
reeulte# again ueing ocepnted T peak valuee# yielda an 
activeticn energy of ll#000 eale./nole# identical to that 
obtained for pure iron. fhie in additional evidenee for the 
interpretation given above of dietortion of the peak ahape.
In view of the renarke made conewning the eolubility of 
nitrogen in vanadium alloyn# it in sK)t eurpriaimqg that the 
activation energy for tim diffheicn of nitrogen in theee allcye 
alno remaine unaltered# ainoe the apeeimen in eaeentially a 
pure iron wire eootalning a diapereion of vanadium nitride.
In order to obtain reliable valuee of activation 
energy# it aeeaa denirable to une both equation# (?) and (8).
Thun for a eingle relaxation tine curve of an alloy which in 
liable to age# it would appear that provided the peak temperature
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im aoouratelir known i.e. from a mathnmatioai fit of tbo boat 
tljooratiaai oorvo doaoribing tho oxporimantal reaulta# tha 
moat raliabla vain# of 4& in olitained by the "paak ahift* 
aathod. If# howovor# tho poak tompmratara ia eat im# tad by 
eye fmom the expérimental reeulte# then it ia queatioaable 
if the boat reeulte %fould be obtained ueing equation (?) unleaa 
the peaka were widely aeparated in temperature; a condition 
which cannot readily be achieved expérimenta Ily.
I# The Abnormal Peek in the Pe»Vmg System.
The enperimenta performed during thia invent igat 1cm 
have ahowD that no abnormal peak could be produced by quenching 
allaya from temperaturea lower than poo^ C# nor waa any abnormal 
peek found ia wirea with a vanadium content of loaa than 
approximately O.Ji V# Irrcapeetive of the liaat treatment. 
Abnormal peaka were found in wirea with a higher vanadium 
content quenohed from higher temperaturea.
The internal frietion eurvaa obtained in the range 
lO^C to 110^ for aeverol vanadium alloyn W&ieh had been 
quenehed from 9S0^C are ahowm in Piguree 11#II# and 13 and the 
reeulte aumnariaed im Table VII# Contrary to expectation# the 
computed peak temperature for the normal peak (except for llA) 
waa highw than expected for a frequency O.94 c/S and am 
activation energy of 18#000 eala#/#»!# (the aetivaticm onergy 
for the diffuaiom of nitrogen in iron)# Thia waa eapecially 
evident in roaulte UD and llCg where the oomputod peak
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temperature ooimolded almeet exactly with the mcrmel carboa
(33)peak. (Aceording te Dijketra the carbon peak occur# at 36^C for f ^  1.0 c/s). Undoubtedly the normal peaka were 
being influenced by the preeenee of carbon in aolution.
The interference by carbon ia reflected in the lew 
valnea of obtained for all the alloy# ahowing a peak shift 
except roaulte IIB and IlC. In theee two caaea praotieally 
no nitrogen ia in aolution and the peak ia due almoat aolely 
to carbon. The velnee ebtained for these two experiment# 
were 18# 5% eale./nole and 25#OCt cala ./mole which are to be
(58)compared with SO# 100 oala./mele# the value quoted by Wort 
for the diffhaion of carbon in iron.
In view of thia unexpected earbem interference# it 
waa doairable to reçoive the experimental curve# into component 
nitrogen and carbon peabe in order to gain an eatimate of tlm 
amount of carbon in aolution. A new computer programme#
(Programme 3)# waa compiled whiidi computed the two eingle
relaxation time peaka of nitrogen (T peak SS*C; ■> 18#000 
eala./nole) and carbon (T peak w 3f^ C| 4Jj[ « S0#|00 oa la ./mole) 
idMMMi aum beat fitted the experimental curve. Prom the 
reeulte shown in Table VII it can be aeon that the carbon
content can vary from aero to ae moeh aa 0.01% C.
Aa none of theae wirea showed any indication of a 
carbon peak when quenehed from SVO^ C# it aunt be aaaumed that 
the carbon in solution has resulted from come reaction occurring 
at higher temperaturea. The only reaction which can eiq>lain
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the eppeerenoe of eerben in eolation ie deoonpoeition of 
venedion carbide# whicte hae not boon diaeociatod during the 
earlier purification treat neat by dry hydrogen. In vice of 
the fact that reeult llA# «dtere no eoaking time haa been 
allowed at 9S0^ C# ahowe no interferenoe from carbon it would 
appear thot deeonponition of vanadium carbide roquirea an 
appreciable time before equilibrium ia readied.
It ia evident from the reeulte (Table VII) that 
there ia alao a large veriaticm im tho normal peak heighte in 
the varioua alloya which cannot be aacribed aimply to the 
alight variation in the quemehing temperature. However# 
the rate of quenching ia a poaaible variable# ainoe the 
quenching operation involved removing the ailica tube containing 
the wire manually from the fhmace and plunging it into cold 
%#ater. Aa each wire %#aa quenched individually# it ia likely 
that the quenching ratoa were not identical and thia ia thought 
to account for theee variatione. Thia view ia eubatantiated 
by the reaulta 1)5 and 13C. Both theae roaulte refer to the 
name wire and it would be enpeotod that if oonaiderable ageing 
occurred during the determination of both peaka in 13D then a 
higher peak would be obtained by determining only the high 
temperature peak whidi roquiroa a aueh ahorter time. In fact 
reeult 13C# in which thia waa dome ahowe an abnormal peak 
height which ia lower than that obtained im 13B and thia cam 
only be accounted for in terne of a leaa efficient quench in
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the letter earn compared to the former. Theee cbeervatiome
(70)are in accord with the work of Pant and Meijering «ho 
obtained a IS.5% inoreaeo in max at Sl^ C by lowering the 
temperature of the water in the quenching bath from 14^ C to 
S C^. By combining the colder bath tenperature with 
maaaureoienta of the peck height at 9^ C# a S0% inoreaae in 
max waa poaaible.
In the above eaperimeote high temperature abnormal 
peaka were obtained only for alloyn containing 0.415% V and 
0«6S% V. The abnormal peak temperature doe# not appear to 
be oonatant at a given frequemoy# auggoating that at leant 
t«fc diatinetive machanieaa are operative. The experimentally 
determined curve ia therefore a aum curve of theae individual 
prooeaaea. The lack of appearenee of an abnormal peak in the 
other alleye could be canned either by an inaufficiantly rapid 
quench or by the time of aoak at 950^0 not lining aufficiently 
long to allow decompoaitiem of the vanadium nitride or carbide 
to occur.
Since carbon had been abcwn to affect the normal peak# 
the poaaibility of the abnormal peak being broadened due to 
carbon waa ccnaidered. In order to aaaeaa thia effect# if any# 
it waa doairabla to eatabliah whether am abnormal peak could be 
produced ia an alloy containing earbem alone. Wert haa 
atated that no abnormal peak ia produced by carbon in iron» 
vanadium allaya ccmtaining 0.5% V in the range to SOO^ C.
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The reeulte of the Inveetigstioo on omrturleed iron wire# are 
ebown grephioally io figure 14 and eitnnariaed in Table VIII. 
Abnormal peaka %tere obtained in wirea oontalalng 0.68% V which 
had been earbnriaed in toluene • hydrogen nixturea for 8.5 
and 4 houra at 8oo^ c. Thua it appeared that carbon and 
venadinm conld interact in a ainilar way to nitrogen and 
vanadium although the oxiatemee of thia peak haa not been 
reported previoualy. It woe noted that the normal carbon 
peak appeared to be broadened and diaplaced towarda lower 
temperaturea. Very low 481 velnee were obtained in meet caaea 
with a peak temperature approximately A C° lower than expected. 
Thia ia taken to be evidence of an unatable condition aaaociated 
with local high concentration of intoratitial no lute in prcaencc
of diaaelved vanadium. A aimilar effect haa been found by
(80)Pateraon in the Pe-Al-g ayatem. Purther evidence that thia 
broadened nomal carbon peak ia mat actable ia ahcwn by the fact 
that on homogeniaing theae carburiaed wirea at 95U^C for 18 
houra both the nomal and abnormal carbon peaka dieappeared.
It aeema likely that thia ia dna to carbon combining with 
vanadium to t o n  a precipitate of vanadium carbide# under 
oonditiona im which the equilibrium eolubility of carbon waa 
not meaaurable by internal friction.
The apparent contradict ion that vanadium carbide 
ahowed inauffieiemt diaaooiation at 950^c to give peaka im 
carburiaed wirea# while apparently diaaoeiated at the name
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tnpmntwtm to give Mibon Interforoooa ia nitridod wires# 
may be reeolved by ooneideriag the thereodyoeaio date available 
for the eolubility product of vanadium nitride and vanadium 
oarbide#
(71 )At 950®c V» X ♦ a . «,601 omlmjmtlm (13)
BMW* • [» ll-Tf N I %1" 3 1* « 10"^ (14)(72JAla* VC V + C AG » 18,000 o*1*./m »1*
and C -» t AG . 18,500 aala./nal*
VC V ♦ £ ûG « 36,500 oalm./npl#
To find the free energy of solution of vanadium im iron# we 
note that (25)(72;VB V + 1 ag » 30,300 oal#./n*l#
Bmw* fron (13) V^X AO V -10,700 oaln./nol*
VC X * a AO - *5,800 oals./nal*
and K« - 1% x].^o. 6 »] - *.51 * 10“* (15)
In the earburiaing emperimenta# the total carbon 
uptake by the wire waa email due both to the relatively low 
toapereture# SOO^ C# and to the low earburiaing potential#
Thua on aoafcing at 950 C^# praotieally all the vanadium «ma im 
solution# Taking thia vanadium comcemtretion in solution to 
be approximately 0.6% (Table Till)# equation (15)
gives * £ • «.51 * 10“  ^- 4.19 m 10**0.60
Vhla anount mt oanbon la bale# tti* laanl of d*t*etloo of tlw 
Intanal frietion ^ paratua and this onplalna *diy no oarbon
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peak# ware obtained after hoeogeniaing the carburiaed wire#.
On the other hand# wire# nitrided at SfO^ C eontlined pnotioally 
no vanadiun in aolution# (ae ahowu by the eolubility and 
aetivetion energy neaeurenenta on wire# containing 0.157% V)# 
and taking the nitnuien in aolution to be appromimtely 0.035% H 
(Table VII)# equation (14)
Klymm % X  - 3.16 «10** - 1.16 « 10**
0.0*5
If thia eonoentretion of ▼anodion in aolution ia ineerted ia 
equation (15)# it ia eeen that
> £ • 1.51 K 10*^ - 1.99 * 10"*
1.26 » 10"*
and ainoe thia quMtity of carbon ie neaaurable# thia explain# 
why oarbon interferenoe waa obaenred in nitrided wirea quenehed 
fron VSO^C. Although the heighta of the earbon peaka ahown in 
Table VII are higher than predicted by the thamedynamie 
oalottlation# aueh a ealculation dee# ahow that neaaurable 
diaaooiation of vanadiun oarbide can occur# under certain 
cMHKlitiona# in the preeenee of venadiun nitride. The diaparity 
between tha predicted value of peak height and the actual 
caperinental peak heidfit ia not aurpriaing in view of the 
poaaible unoertainty of the themedynaaio data.
Since oarbon haa been ahown capable of interfering in 
the donping neaeurenenta and cauaing broadening every attempt 
waa made to remove thia reeiduol carbon from the wirea. Very 
prolonged dry hydrogen treatmenta were performed and no oarbon
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peak eoold be detected on quenoiiing fron 9S0^C. However# the 
nest anriee of nitriding esperinoota perfomed uaiag 1% and 6% 
Hilj m ÏÎ2 nlsturea at to 9$0^C atill ahowed earbon
interference. Theae reaoita are ahown graphically in Piguree 
IS to 80 and amaaariood in Toble H. Thua it ia clear that 
the roaidnal vanadium carbide cannot be deeoapoaed by hydrogen 
treatment. The earbon contenta were generally very email 
ranging from 0.0008% C to 0.004 % C approximately. Yet# 
boeauae the amount of nitrogem in aelntion waa alao very amall# 
the effect of oarbon on tlie ahape of the internal friction curve# 
and hence on the value of 4g# waa relatively large. Abnormal 
peaka were obaorvod in wiroa quenched from above 9oo^c but 
theae were very low peaka and little eonfidenoe can be placed 
in theae reeulte.
In view of the very email abnormal peaka obtained 
by nitriding at high temperature# it waa decided to atudy the 
abnormal peak by eoaking wirea containing nitrogen and vanadium 
at hi^ temperaturea for long tinea. In order to minimiae 
ageing off acta# only the abnormal peaka were determined after 
quenohing. Theae reaulta are ahown in Piguroa 21 and 38 and 
aunnariaod in Table 1.
Several ooocluaiona may be drown from the reaulta 
ahown in Tabla X.
1. The temperature of tho abnormal peak ia not invariant 
at a given frequency# atromgly auggoating that the moaaured
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abnormal peak im broadened and ia the sum of at leaat two 
single time relaxation processes*
2* At constant frequency and vanadium content# the peak
temperature tends to increase with increasing nitrogen content*
(20)This was also found by Fast and Meijering .
3# Since only a single wire representing each vanadium content 
waa used# the results given in Table X refer to successive 
periods of soaking and the final values in the table apply to 
wires which have been held at 950^0 for a total of 47 hours.
It is interesting to note that the abnormal peak height decreases 
with the time of soaking at 950^C and that this is coupled with 
an increase in 4Ü» For example# the initial peak height for
0.415% alloy (21A) was 0,01 with a A_H of 20#500 cals./mole# 
while the final peak height after 47 hours soaking at 950*C 
was 0 , 0 0 3 5  with a 4Ü of 3 4 . 0 0 0  oals*/mole ( 2 2 A ) ,  Since the
wires were sealed in thin silica tubes during soaking and since
(25)desorption of nitrogen requires the presence of hydrogen # 
this reduction in peak height is not explained by removal of 
nitrogen from the wire during treatment. Thus an irreversible 
process appears to be occurring during soaking and this is 
throught to be explainable in terms of changes in the sise of 
vanadium nitride particles present. Ae the wires were initially 
nitrided at 590*C# and as vanadium diffusion at this temperature 
is extremely sa&all# it is unlikely that a bulk precipitate of 
vanadium nitride was formed but rather an extremely fine
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disp#r#lcm of vsoBdimi nitride nee lei. It ie tentatively
euggeeted that thia eeeoelatioB between veneditia end nitrogen 
effectively prevente the venedinn fron exerting any inflneooe 
on nitrogen eolubility end nitrogen diffuaion bat doea not 
diatort the iron lattice auffieiently to oauae the fomation 
of a different type of aite oapable of giving riae to a damping 
peak in the temperature range atidied# thorn at SfO^ C only 
the normal nitrogen peak ia obtained# On eoaking at 950^ C 
both deoompoaition of vanodinm nitride# to give a neaaurable 
eolubility# and the gradual growth of vanadium nitride nuolei 
will oeour. It ia oomaidered that the growth of the nuclei 
will first give riae to a coherent precipitate which will 
ooareen to produce a atable bulk precipitate#
Thia view ie eubatantiated by the work of Poumtain
(71)and Chipmam who found anomaloua offoota due to the particle 
aiae of vanadium nitride during their atudy of the eolubility 
of vanadium nitride in iron# They reported a higher 
eolubility product for vanadium and nitrogem in net ■atable 
equilibrium with an extremely fine diapereion of vanadium 
nitride particlea 10*^  cmn. radiua}# Per a given nitrogen 
eentont# their reaulta indicate a vanadium eolubility approximate!; 
twice that eniating im the preeenee of a bulk precipitate#
Their findinga are in good agreement with the prenant reaulta 
ainoe initially a high vanadium eolubility will lead to a higher 
abnormal peak height aaaociated with P#»v mite Juppé# ia tho
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precipitate ooareen# with time# the vanadium aoluhlllty will 
deoreaee and thle will reeult In the obaerved deoreaae In 
abnormal peak#
It romaine to oenalder the meehanlame contributing 
to the abnormal peak and the obaerved change In Ite ahape 
(aa ahown by the average 4U) with Inereaalng eoaking time#
At the ou tact# It ia olear that thia abnormal peak cannot be
explained by a aimilar meehanlam to that propoaed by Meijering
(68)and Paat and Verrijp to aoMunt for the broadening of the 
normal peak in fe*Mn«k alley# whloh involved both J4n*Mn«k el tea 
and Fe«-Mfi«K ai tea# The ohemloal affinity of vanadium for 
nitrogen ia much greater than that of oanganeee for nitrogen# 
and# aa haa been ahown earlier# the eolubility of vanadium at 
9S0^C ia of the order of ^  10**^  wt#%# In theae clroumetamoea 
it la totally unreallatlo to oenalder V*V pair formation# thua 
only Fe<»V aitea are eonaidered to exiat in the lattioe#
Several poaaible moehamiama oould contribute to the 
abnormal peak#
1# nitrogen atom jugpa aaaooiated with Fa^ V^ aitea#
2# Nitrogen atom jump# aaaooiated with dlatorted aitea 
aurrounding coherent vanadium nitride procipitatea#
3# Jump# due to oarbon in aimilar aitea to theae propoaed 
for nitrogen.
In addition# aa eonaidered above# ageing can oeuee dietortion 
of the peak giving a deoreaae In 4H#
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Zn view of the increeeing 4ft value# obtained# it ie 
eloar that the eoaking time at 9S0^C aerkedly inflttenoee the 
meehanlame contributing to the abnormal peak. In order to 
obtain a clearer tmderetandliig of theee neohanieme It ie 
necceaary to aaaeaa the effect of eoaking time on each of the 
above four faetora. It may be deduced from the thermodynamio 
calculation given earlier in thia aectlon that the equilibrium 
ratie ahould be a oonatant and independent of the eoaking 
time. Thua# while carbon oould contribute to broadening# 
the relative effect ahould be oonatant and carbon therefore 
cannot be held reepondble for the obaerved changea in X peak 
and 4JL« The effect of ageing ahould deoreaee with peak height 
but would be too email to produce the marked change in the 
character of the peak. The only conceivable change occurring 
within the tdre# with inereaalng eoaking time# in the growth 
of the vanadium nitride nuclei. Thua# the obaorvod deoreaee 
in the abnormal peak height auat be duo to (1) a deoreaae in 
the number of dlatorted aitee prcdueod by a coherent précipita te 
and (2) a deoreaae in the number of Pc«V aitea oaueed by the 
lower vanadium eolubility in equilibrium with a bulk precipitate. 
The increaae in 411 obtained# corrcaponding to the dccreaae in 
max# ia due te the deereaaed comtrlbutlem from nitrogen 
atome in diatorted aitea ao that# with longer eoaking tlmea# 
the abnormal peak approachea a eingle time relaxation peak i.e. 
a peak oaueed by nitrogen atom jumpa aolely in fe^V interetioea.
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fiifiM the oheerred abneraal peak height deereaaee 
with eMking tie## it ie eiear that the meohaniee ooourring 
at the higher temperature ia beooadag leaa preelnemt and la 
due therefore to atom movement a aaaooiated with a coherent 
vanadium nitride preoipitate. The meehanlam occurring at 
the lower temperature ia dm to nitrogen jumpa aaaociated with 
rc«»V aitea. The reaulta obtained for wirea aoaked for 4A*47 
houra at 95C°C (the contribution fpom ooherent precipitate 
aitea boiug amall)# ahow that the activation energy for the 
diffusion of nitrogen in Pe«»V aitea ia in the range )0#000 
cala./mole to 40#00U oala./mele. A more exact analyaie of 
the peak ia mot poaaible# ainoe alight diatertien due to 
earbon ia probable.
(70 JThe work of Paat and Meijering # who atated that 
the abnormal peak did not repreaent a eingle prooeaa# cam 
alao be explained in the light of the above theory. Since 
neme of their emperimenta involved eoaking a wire for more 
than approximately 20 heure# it ia poaaihle that the vanadium 
nitride precipitate waa coherent throughout their expérimenta.
Waing am activation energy of - 18#000 oala./mele 
for nitrogem and a peak temperature of ll.S^C for a frequency 
of 1 C/a# it waa calculated that the mean time-of-atay of a 
nitrogen atom in the vicinity ef a varadium atom ia approximately 
300 timea greater than in the vicinity of iron atome only.
Attempta wore made to calculate the aoltd>ility of 
vanadium nitride in iron using the height of the damping peaka
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mm m mmmmmrm of nltrogon in aolution. Thia valua of nitrogen 
in aolution «aa auhtracted from the total nitrogen content of 
the wire aa analyaed# to give a meaaure of the nitrogen 
available to combine with tho vanadium. Since the total 
vanadium analyada «aa known# it waa poaaible to eatimate the 
amount of vanadium in aolution. Many aueh oalcmlationa 
uaing reaulta obtained at temperaturea in the range SJO^C to 
9S0^C indicated that no vanadium waa preaent In aolution 
(in agreement with the faet that the eolubility of vanadium 
ia extremely email# even at 950^ C) whilst othera yielded 
eolubility produeta whicdi wore at leaat 10 timea greater than
(7 1 )theae reported by Fountain and Chipmam . The vanadium 
analyeea were performed on a oeat baaia and# due to the amall 
aaaple which had to be uaed# the nitrogen analyeea were alao 
aubject to uncertainty. In view of theme uncartaintiea# it 
ia not aurpriaing that the valuee of eolubility product obtained 
ahowed a large variation.
4# Ageing in Pe«»V«k Alloya.
The ageing reaulta are auomariaed im Tablea II# XII 
and XIII. It ia noticed that in apite of the fact that the 
abnormal peak waa aged at approximately 84*C ocgpared to JO^ C 
tor the normal peak# the rate of ageiigi ia oucdi alower in the 
former oaae. Thia ia in accord with thm interpretation 
placed on the abnormal peak# ainoe nitrogen atoma aaaociated 
with iron«»vanadium aitea will not readily diffuae to cxietimg 
precipitation aitea. At the ageing temperature employed#
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vanadium doe# not diffuee euffioieiitly feet to partioipete 
in ageing and papa«preoipitation oooura i.e. the preoipitate 
inhwite ite alloy oontont from the matrix. Growth of theee 
para«preoipitatoe oooura by diffusion of nitrogen# with a 
oorreaponding deoreaae of the normal and to a loaeer extent# 
of the abnormal peahe.
tho reeulte for ageing of the normal peak# when
(48)analysed in terms of Wert*e equation # appear to indicate 
two atagea oharaoteriaed by different & values. The first 
of these ia oomaidered to be the moat aignifleant and applies 
up to ^proximately 80% of the total precipitation as r^^ted 
by Wert. Tho only case in which an incubation period waa 
obaerved before ageing cemmenoed waa in that of a pure iron 
wire quenched from S90^C. The & values derived for various 
wirea ahow a oonaiderable scatter. In general however# the 
ratoa of ageing in irom-vanadium alloya wore higher than in 
pure iron. This may be explained by the large nuahor of TV 
nuclei preaent in those alleys prior to quenching# which can 
act aa aitea for the precipitation of iron nitrides. Aa 
ageing waa only atudiod at a single teaporature# and after 
quenching from only two temper mturoa# the data obtained ia 
insufficient for a detailed disouaeion of the factors affecting 
the ageing procoaa.
CHAPTCIt Vil. 
CORCLÜSIOMS.
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VII CONCLUSION
The dgcifioant features ef the present work are 
ae follows.
1. Data for the eolubility and activation energy for diffusion 
of nitrogen ino(*iron have been determined and shown to agree 
with previous work.
X. The solubility of vanadium in prosenoe of nitrogen hae 
been ahown to be too email below about for any internal
friction t>eak te be diaoerned by the preaent technique.
3. An abnormal peak in Pe-V-N alloya haa been obtained by 
quenching from 9SU^ C# aa previoualy reported by Fact and
(70)Meijering . Investigation of thia haa led to the ooncluaion 
that it ia due to nitrogen atom jumps aaaociated «fith Fe«V 
aitea and alao# emoept after prolonged soaking at fSO^ C# to 
jump prooeaaea aaaociated with distorted intereticea im the 
vicinity of vanadium nitride précipita tea. After prolonged
soaking# the peak approximates to a single relaxation time 
curve due to the former mechaniam and the activation energy 
far thia liaa been aaaoaeed at 30 to 40 K cala./mole.
4. A previously unreported abnormal peak haa been ahown to 
exiat for Fe«»V«G alleys under suitable oonditiona. The fact 
that thia peak ia only observable under equilibrium conditions 
when both & and % are relatively low leads to certain general 
oencluaiona regarding the detection of interaction peaka in 
iron alloys. It would appear thmt aueh "abnormal" peaks will
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only be detoe table by toreional pendulum when the eolubility 
prodttot for the eolute and eubetitutional element# ie not 
lee# than ai^ iroaimately 10 at the quenching temperature. 
Further# the cencentratiom of either eolute meet not be lee# 
than 1 0 weight per cent. If the equilibrium intoratitial 
eolute eonoentratieu ia leaa than thia# then there ia 
inauffiaient eolute to give meaaurable internal ffiction. 
Converaely# if the eubetitutional eolute concentration ia 
leaa than 10 # there are inauffieiemt "abnormal" aitea in
the lattioe and again no interaction peak can be detected.
Theae obaervationa may explain# to acme extent# the preaent 
unaatiafaotory atate of kneuledge en interaction damping peaka. 
for example# although ft and ft generally give riae to aimilar 
internal friction characteriatica# am abnormal peak had been 
reported for the fe«»V*li ayatem but no comparable peak had 
been cheerveU previoualy in the Pe*V«C ayatem# poacibly becauae 
the above concentration oonditiona were not fulfilled# Thua 
aimilar peaka may exiat# due to ft or ft# in the fe«»Al and 
Fe*Xi ayateme mince# if aufficiently high quenching temperature#fare employed# it ahould be peacible to aatiafy the eolubility 
oonditiona outlined above#
5. The computer programmée developed and utiilaed during 
the preaent work are oomaidered to form a aeund baaia for 
the analyaia of complex internal friction peaka.
CHAPTER VIZI 
RESULTS.
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COMPUTUL PkOORAMMEâ
Program## 1#
Xhi# program## warn üeaignad to ##l##t from a rang# 
of aotiratioD oMrgioa« peak teaperature# and poak hmightm, tho 
boat ourvo fitting tho #%p#rim#ntal pointa# Thia waa parfbrmad
 ^ Tha baaio
aciuatioB uaad for computation waa  ^ « c o s h  4 r (
uaing tho autoood# ayato# in a âiriua oomputor.
- CCI. f ‘ T^ - i )Q M
JVI Inatruation for uaing autocodo
vsoo taps 1 road
V70 TAPE J road
V I TAPE 6 road
V73 V i
V74 vs
VIO TAPE* road
Ni KO
V60 100
10>V55 100
7)V 7 100
4 )V t 0
NU 0
1)VS1 V3 -  V (11 +  KO)
VSl V I  X V S l
VSX VSl /1 .9 8 7
V51 VSl /V 3
V51 VSl / V ( u  + KO)
VSX EJtP VSl
VS3 1/VSX
ta of AH^ T peak, 
 limita of A*# mam
•1
 omporimratal valu## of and
VSl VSX + VSJ
V Sl V S l/X
V S l VS /VS l
VSl V (10  + NO)
V Sl m V S l m VSl
V I m V8 + VSl
KO m KO + X
X I ¥ NO
V7 »  V#
^ 3
»>V7 m V»
V* m vs
- VSl
^3 
3>VS • 
^  4 ,  V#
VS •
VS ♦ V73 
^ VS 
V74 
V7-> S» VSS >
SfVSS - V7
VS6 • V3
VS7 V9
■^6
6)VJ - V3 ♦ V71 
^7, V4 > V3
V3 - V73
rkX K t v io o , soda 
PkXliT VSS# 300# 
PkXlt VI, 4100 
PKXKT VS6# 4061
na^r vs7# 4oos
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-1Ua&ng lowMtAilp t peak, Q 
devlationa of oxperâmontal point# 
from thmorotioal oaloulmtod for 
all OKpariaantal roaulta. 
Deviation otorad#
Ueing loweat AN, f peak, deviation 
oaloelatod for all valiaee of
and ninimm deviation and
beet k• 1. etored#
Ueing loweet a M, deviation 
ralenlated for all value# of T peak
Jd U•1 Min deviation and
the beet ooaddLnation of T peak 
ü^^nam etored.
enperinental run nueher 
niniman deviation 
loweet Ail 
beet X poak 
B-l.
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- + 8 ,  V#0 > VSJ
•> v « o - VS
V61 - n
VOX - v s #
V#3 - VS7
-+♦
9> VI - VI ♦ V70
CelOBlAtlon repeated fer all values 
ef AN. Minimum deviation# beet
etored#*1T peak, g mam
^10, VI ^ VI 
TWIT
H T g 
PfLXMT Vtl, 3100 
PklMT V*l, 4093 
rUKT V&3# 4005 
PklNT V61, 4008 
TUT
K&blOUAL Ü
beet A il 
beet T peak 
b##»
NO • 0
X) VSX VOX -  V (11 + mo)
VSX m V61 m VSl
VSl VSl /1.987
VSl VSl /VOX
VSl m VSl /V (11 + MO)
VSX EXP VSl
VS3 m 1/VSX
VSl m VSX ♦ VS3
VSl m VSl/X
VSl m V63/V51
VSl V (10 + mo) - VSl
PfcXMT VSl, 300S
PRUT V (11 + MO), 40«X
*0 « MD + X
»11, MO V 1
Ueing tho beet valiaee of a h , T peak, 
tt*^ mam deviation of tbeoretieal 
veluee fWom esperimental values 
oaloulated for each esperimental 
teaperature.
( ->0)
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Programme 3
Aie programma ie similar te the previotte one# and 
is designed to fit the beet theoretioal curve of known AM 
T peak to the esperimental values.
JVI
vaou m TAPE 1 read experimental run no#
VI m TAPE 4 ree^Au, T peak# g^^max lower «  g max upper x e#OUoa#
VIO TAPE* read experimental values.
PRINT VIUO, 306*
VS 100
4) VO m 0
til m 0
1)VS1 m V2 «• V (11 ♦ Ml)
VSl m VI M VSl Using AM# T peak and loweet g*^max
VSl m VSl /1.987 values deviation from theoretical
VSl m VSl /VI values for eeWi experimental value
VSl m V51/V (11 ♦  Ml) calculated for all experimental
VS* m EXP VSl results. Deviations stored.
VS3 m i/vsa
VSl m vsa + VS3
VSl m VSl/3
VSl m V3/VS1
VSl m V(10 ^ XI) • VSl
VSl m VSl X VSl
VO m V6 ♦ VSl
K1 m Ml ♦ a
XI 4 MO
X, vs > VO
Calcttlatien repeated for all values
X) vs V6 of g**^ max. Ninimmm deviation and
V7 m V3 best g**^ max stored.
-^3
i) V3 - V3 + o.oooa
V4 » V3
ruxKt V7, 3005
ntZMT vs, 4008
Ka 0
S)VJ1 - va * V (11 * na)
VSl - VI X  VSl
VSl - VSl /1.987
VSl - VSl /va
VSl • vsi/v (11 * n)
vsa - BIP VSl
VS3 • 1/vsa
VSl - vsa ♦ V53
VSl - vsi/a
VSl - V7/VS1
VSl - V (10 ♦ na) - VSl
noKt VSl, 3005
HlXKT V (U + n), 4061
Ml • aa + a
-»s, a 4 NO
( - > 0 )
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bMt
d e v i a t i o n
U#l«g th# b#mt Q M m  dmrimtlon 
of thooretloml valuM from 
•Ki>erlMnt»l ▼mliiem omloulatW 
for mmoh oxporiMmtml tompmraturm*
dmriatioti
emparlMotal taiqperaturm
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FrOgTMM j.
This programma warn doaignad te raaolva a broadamed 
normal peak into tha oanatituant oar boo and nitragan paaka 
whoaa aum boat fittad tha aaparimantal raaulte#
JVI
VIS - TATfi raad tha mparimantal nambar.
VI • fATS 10 (#)#
V100» TAPE *
Ml • MO 0*^ maa^ l^  ^(minimum valua),
VSl » lo o (minimum) t fl^ m^am^ j^/
KO • 0 y*^ mam^ ^^  (maximum valua).
vso • 0
1 VO • vs " V(101 + NO)
VO « VI a VO Uaing T paak^g^ and
VO - VO/1.987 ealoulatad ooah ah/R(T paak-Y #%p.)VO • VO/VS
VO m V0/V(101 ^ NO) T paak.T amp#
VIS" £XP VO far all tha axparlmantal valuaa
VIS" 1 / v i s and atarad tha roaulta#
VO " VIS ♦ VIS
VO " v o /s
V (SOO + MO) " VO
MO " NO S
->1, Ml 4 MO
KO " 0
\ VO " vs " V (101 4" NO) Uaifig T paak^^^# ^ ^(C) *^^^*Sad
VO - V4 m VO ooah AU/U (X oaak • X a»)
VO - Vo/1.987 Xm# X amp.
VO " VO/VS all tha axparlmantal valuaa and
atorad tha raaalte#
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VO • VO/V (101 f NO)
VIS - EXP VO
V13 - 1/VlS
VO • VIS ^ V13
VO " v o /s
V (SOI MO) " VO
m  « NO 4 S
^S, n  4 M
V19 • V6
7) MO • 0
3) VO • V3/V (SOO ♦ NO)
VIS - V3 N V19
VIS « VIS/V (SOI ^ NO)
VO " VO ♦ VIS
VO " V(l00 + MO) VO
V (300 f MO) " VO
VO " VO x VO
VSO • VSO ♦ VO
NO - NO "p S
-^ 3# Ml 4 MO
CalouIatad the theoretioal 
and û*^ (c) ^^r each 
experieiental temper atura, 
mhtraoted thee# from the 
emperimantal value# and etored 
the m m  of the equare of the 
deviation##
-^ 4 #  vao > VS l 
V S l •  vso
lio "  o
5 ) v ( 3o i   ^m) m v ( jo o  f  MO)
Caloiilated deviation# for all 
value# of
NO " NO ♦ 8
5# N1 4 NO
VIO - V3
V17 - V19
4) VSO m 0
V19 - V19 ♦
V19 > V8
-^ 7
nu
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*) m  - v6
V 3 « V3 -  V9 
-^7» V3 > V7 
tCXT
RIW Ux
rtanT VIS, 306a 
mXkX V16, 4005
PMKl VI7, 4001 
PRXKT v a i, 400#
tLS'X
MXXfcOCLN PBAK 
KO •  O
9) VO "  V14/V (100 * MO)
PkINT VO, 3005
NO » MO + %
-> 9, Ml 4 KO 
TfilT
CAkOOM PkAk
NO •  O
10) VO •  V17 > V16
VO "  VO/V (101 * MO) 
PRINT VO, 3005
KO -  NO + 1 
->10, K l 4 MO 
NO -  O
TEXT
ORVEATXOM
8)PkIKT V(501 + MO),3005 
KO -  MO + 1
-> # , Ml % Mû 
( ->0)
R#p*#t«d oalsulatioii with •
different value of g earn(M)
V « 1 RR61MIAL
run nimhor
“"^■“ (M) 
Ratio (C)/û"1 U)Sum oi aquaro of deviation#
Q^Nraluee fer nitrogen peak
k**^ valiaee for car ben peak
Deviatieoe
164FregramMi 4
Thia programme wae deedLgned te ealeiilate the gradient 
ef tlie tmo etraight linee beat fitting the emperimantal reeulte
ehtained in precipitation etudiea# The eqqatien uaed ma#
In In mmméL.mrn # Inb * D lot «heTe 
1 " h
W - a“i^-
The beet fit waa feimd by the leaet eqoaree method 
and the gradient waa ealemlated from
n " y * .^ÜL^ .ZX
£«» . <£«)* 
b
JVI
V61 - TAPB 3
MS - TAPE 3
V I  • TAPE*
NX " NO
HO - 1
PRINT V63, 306S
D V 6 4 - VOX - V6S
VfO • VOX - VMD
v y o  « V70/V64
V70 • X - V70
V70 - 1/V7E
V70 « LOO V70
read ■ UTJL # experimental m anumber#S xne# pte# en firat line# 1 x ne# pta# on aeoond line# ne# ef pta# te be tried#
read experimental value# of andt i n  s e c s .
me# of experimental remelte#
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VKO - UW  V70 Th# appropriât# Ainoti#n# 1,»a#
V (1  *N 0 )» LOG v u  * MO) i^n In and Im t oaloulatad forK» - MO +  a 1 .  M
> 1 ,  Hi > MO ail axparlmantal valu## and etored#
s> m  - 0
V75 - 0
m  » 0
V77 - 0
V#S - 0
V*7 - 0
KO " 1
« ) V7S • VMO X V U+MO)
V73 - v u  * MO) X v u  +  MO)
V74 - V74 ♦  V u ♦  MO)
V75 - V75 * VMO
V7é • V76 ♦  v?a £xv *  £x^ oaloxlatad Car
V77 - V77 ♦  V73 poixt# on first lia# only.
MO - MO 6  a
- > » ,  MS > KOm  • V74 m V7S
V86 • MX
V M  " VSl/VSOm  - V S l m am  • V76 •  VSl
V#1 - V74 m V74
vsa " VSX/VS6 ‘m  - vsa m S
vsa - V77 -  vsa
VSl - vsi/vsa
vsa - vso/a
V83 - V74/vSa
vsa - V75/VSa
VS3 - V S l m VS3
VS3 " vsa -  VS3 Gradient oaleulated fbr flret lineonly,
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NO - 1
2> V84 - V81 X V (1 + BO)
VS4 «* V84 X VB3
V94 "> VI4 • VNO
V84 - V84 X V84
V85 • V85 ♦ V84
NO - NO + a
-* a, NX > NO
PKXNT va i, 30X3 CradlMit of ftrot lino
PRINT vas, 4046 Doxiatioo oxloulxtod fbr flrxt lim«
V74 • O
V7S • O
V76 - 0
V77 • O
3) V7X " VKO X V (1 + NO)
V73 • V (1 <«• NO) X V (1 ♦ KO)
V74 • V74 ♦ V (1 ♦ HO)
V75 - V75 + VWO
V76 • V76 ♦ V7X
V77 “ V77 + V73 Hxy«-£x* oxloulxtod for points on
NO " BO + a only oooond lino
3, HI > KO _________________
V81 • V74 X V75
V86 - M3
V81 » V81/V86
V81 -  vai X a
V81 - V76 * V81 
vaa - V74 X V74
vsa "  v8a/v86 
vsa -  vsa X a 
vsa -  V77 -  vsa 
VSl •> vsi/vsa 
vsa - VS6/X 
VS3 - V74/VSS
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V82 m V7J/VSS
V83 m VSl m VS3
V83 VSl . VS3 CalQulated gradient for aeoond line#
KO 11 * 1
4)V84 m VSl s V (1 t- MO)
V84 m VS4 + VS3
V84 m V84 •  VHD
V84 m VS4 X VS4
V87 VS7 ♦ VS4
m MO f- 1
BX> HO Calculated deviation for eeoend line#
V88 m VSS ♦ VS7 Added m m  ef deviation# of both line#
PRXkt V81, 3013 Gradient of eecend line
PRXRT VS7, 4046 Deviation for eeoend line
naix VIS, 4046 Sum of the deviatien#
KL Ht ♦ 1
H3 0# M3 - * No# ef pte# on firet line inereaeed
#4 m 1 4-1 hr ene# nt#d>er ef peinte on eecend
-♦s. H4 ¥ 0 line deoreaeed by one# calcula tien
( * 0) repeated#
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MLmOD OF MIXKOGEII AMAUhXS
Xlie method ie eeeentielly omo ieeued by Nritieh 
Chemical htaodarde alocg with htaodard no# 2JO. It ie
attributed te w. C. Neivell# Xroa and ateel Xnetitute# May 1941.
the aample ie dieeolved in Sml. hgdO^ and 20 ml# 
water# When dieeelved# approaimately 5 ml# of JO* N^O^ ie 
added and the aolution evaporated to £umiag# It ie then 
oeol€»d# diluted and traneferred to a ISO ml# graduated flaek#
40 ml# of 20* w/v MmOU ie odded while keeping the eelution oool# 
The bulk ie made up to 2S0 ml## well ahaken and the precipitate 
allowed to subtle# It ie then filtered# tho firet filling of 
the paper being rejected# SO ml# of ttie filtrate ie tranaferred 
te a SO ml# Noamler cylinder# 1 ml# of S% aolution of Qum 
Arabie added followed by 1 ml# of etandard Meaaler reagent and 
the eolation well mimed# A blank of all reagent## treated 
in the earn# mamter a# the eample# ie put in another SO ml# 
cylinder and the depth of colour oompared in a Neaaleriaer %rith 
that of etandard ammonia dieoa# Three diaoa were meed covering 
the range 10 to lOO p#p#m#NMj#
The nitrogen oontent of tho aample ie 
mtfogsn " Ml"# vmmdimg m 0.6a * 100 a par o«i*.
wt. of #mm#l# u 10 
The weight of aample ie ohoaen to give a d« pth of colour within 
tho range of the diaee# The nitrogen contente of the a ample# 
analyeod# range from under 0#0J* te over 0#4%# Generally a
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Maple weight of 0.1 to 0.2 gee. wee weed# but if the reeulting 
colour wee outwith the range 20 7u p.p.m.# the teet wae 
repeated with a more cultable weight.
Along with each hatch of teata# any J aaeplea and a 
blank# a 1 gm. eaeple of B.C.#. 26S waa run through. Thia ie 
a low carbon ateel etandardieed for nitrogen (0.020*)# Thia 
waa done ae an overall check on monipclation # All the reagent a 
uaed were of AN ALAR qualitjr# Oo^ioniaed water waa uaed 
throughout# Mo colour wae aeen in any of the blank eetimationa# 
The rejection of the firet JO ml# or eo of the filtrate 
effectively dicpoeed of the ammonia of the filter paper# Thia 
waa found preferable to aeid waahing# The beat gum arable 
obtainable contained noma ammonia# To eliminate thia# the 
aolubin ef tho gum wee treated with a cation cnchacge renin 
and finally paaaed through a oolumm of the roaia#
With a aacple of J#J gee# the ##2* limite are ae
follow##
Up to o.osS a t 0.001 f
With 0.1 a a i o.oos %
v ith  0.1 l a  t  0.01 %
Due to the email aagple weight# uaed in the preeeet inveetigation#
tho limit# of reproducibility are probably about four timae 
greater than the D#a# limite#
r^y 780
H U N T  H R  CENT VANADIUM
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